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GrammarLink 2 Teacher’s book

GrammarLink is a four-level series of

grammar reference and practice books,

specifically designed for Greek students, whose

scope makes it suitable for use alongside any

main course book. The aim and overall purpose

of the series is to:

� introduce learners to grammar in an

amusing, meaningful context, appropriate to

their age and level.

� give them plenty of support in their effort to

assimilate new grammatical items with the 

help of grammar reference tables, a grammar

corner with key points explained in their 

own language and extra tip boxes to remind 

them of key points where necessary.

� provide interesting and varied exercises that 

guide students through to the consolidation 

of each item.

Students’ Book
The second book in the series consists of:

� twenty five core units

� four revision units

� an English-Greek wordlist

� a list of irregular verbs

In each of the main units you will find the

following:

Presentations
There are two types of presentations:

Lively cartoon presentations that feature a

group of characters, their pets and friends.

Realistic articles from ‘TeenLink’, the school

magazine, which is written and edited by the

book’s characters.

The advantages of the cartoon presentations

are two-fold. The illustrated cartoons provide

an element of fun while at the same time

focusing the learners’ attention on the target

language in a natural way. Your students will

gradually get to know the characters and

become more involved in their stories. The

choice of topics and situations has been

carefully made to reflect students’ interests,

sense of fun and vocabulary level.

The TeenLink presentations bring the learner

into contact with a more realistic context

which features the target grammatical items.

The use of photographs rather than

illustrations promotes in learners the sense

that they are being treated in a more mature

way. There is a wide variety of topics, carefully

chosen for their appeal to the learners’ age and

interests. 

The order in which grammatical items are

introduced follows the natural progression of

language development and covers the syllabus

of all main course books at this level. However,

you may wish to select units in the order

which you feel is relevant and appropriate to

the particular needs of your language

classroom.

The length of the individual units varies

between four and six pages according to the

grammar structure presented. You will find that

more demanding grammatical areas, such as the

contrast between tenses (e.g. Past simple and

present perfect) are dealt with specifically.

You will also find that GrammarLink 2

approaches problem areas like prepositions and

word order that are not traditionally dealt with

in a grammar book. This is done in recognition

of the fact that these areas are crucial to the

promotion of good language skills and that the

extra help and practice will be appreciated in

the classroom.

The Characters
The ages of the main characters reflect that of

the learners. 

They are a group of likeable children that

students will find it easy to identify with and

ognise as being familiar. They are:

2
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Stanley Davis, 12. He is the editor of the school

magazine, TeenLink. He is sensitive and kind, a

really gifted writer but not so clever at Maths.

He’s got two pet cats, Cosmo and Suzie.

Peter Hardy, 12. He is not only Stanley’s closest

friend but his schoolmate and next-door

neighbour too. He’s a real tease and great fun

to be with. His talent is in sports and Maths.

He is secretly in love with the school beauty,

Angela. 

Kikki Hardy, 9. She is Peter’s younger sister and

a redhead with a temper to match. She is a

talented and ambitious artist but an awful violin

player. She usually hangs around with her best

friend, Nicola, who admires her talent.

Leslie Banks, 10. She met Stanley when she

wrote her first report for TeenLink and has

been a member of the gang since then. She is

very good friends with Stanley. She  is clever

and level-headed. She loves photography and

she doubles as the magazine’s photo reporter.

Grammar reference tables, grammar
explanations and ‘tip’ boxes
The grammar reference tables are

comprehensive, clear to understand and appear

immediately after the presentation. They help

to focus the learners’ attention on the new

grammatical item. It should be noted that tables

showing the full conjugation of the verbs are

included rather than substitution tables so that

students are never confused.

The grammar corner draws the learners’

attention to key features of the grammar

introduced. This is a source of valuable help

and reference while learners are doing their

homework or revising at home. 

The tip boxes appear next to particular tasks in

order to reinforce what has already been

presented and to give learners some on-the-

spot practical advice before they attempt the

task in question.

Practice exercises
The level of the exercises has been carefully

monitored to provide:

� extensive practice in a clear, relevant and 

appropriate context. There is a wide range 

of contexts and a variety of tasks to keep 

learners motivated.

� a gradual transition from controlled to

freer production, from easier to more 

complex tasks that help build the learners’ 

confidence. 

� familiar vocabulary to help learners focus on

the grammar rather than worry about 

unknown words.

Each unit ends with a task that requires

students to operate on a paragraph level and

produce the new language in a natural, realistic

context. These tasks have been carefully

devised to maintain high interest levels.

Revision units
The revision units come at the end of unit

cycles 1-7, 8-13, 14-19 and 20-25. Again, the

lexis used is familiar to the learner and the task

type appropriate for the assessment of

language use at this level.

Useful Tips
Presentation
One of the strongest features of this series is

its use of recurring cartoon characters and

amusing or interesting magazine articles. Take

some time to allow your students to enjoy the

story or article, rather than rushing them on to

the grammar table. You might want to

comment on an amusing scene or situation or

ask the students their opinion on what is

happening. 

Alternatively, you could give a brief warm-up by

asking students for their personal experience

of situations that are similar to those in the

presentation.
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You might also find it useful to pre-teach any

key lexical items that appear in the

presentation. You will find a comprehensive

wordlist at the back of the Students’ Book.

Here are some ideas on how to use the

presentation stories: 

� When the presentation is a dialogue, 

students can be assigned the lines of one of 

the characters and act out the dialogues in 

class.

� You can write the presentation on the 

board, leaving out key items, then ask 

students to fill them in. This could also serve

as revision in a later lesson.

� Students could be encouraged to write their

own version of the dialogue (maybe with a 

different ending) or, in the case of TeenLink 

presentations, they may be inspired to write 

their own article on the same or a similar 

topic.

Grammar reference tables, grammar
explanations and ‘tip’ boxes
The grammar reference tables and the

grammar explanations appear immediately after

the presentation and before the tasks, which

makes it easy for students to refer to them

while working through the exercises. It would

be advisable, however, for you to go through

the material with your students in class,

explaining all the points and adding your own

examples. After you have done this, you may

want to ask students to go back to the

presentation and circle or highlight all

grammatical items in focus.

Practice exercises
The clear instructions and examples given

make all exercises suitable for homework but it

is always advisable to do a certain number of

items in class, so that you can prompt, help and

advise. 

Students should be encouraged to ask

questions if in difficulty. Then you can gently

steer the individual student towards finding the

answer on his/her own, in the tables or

presentations.

When it is time to check students’ work, it is a

good idea to encourage the rest of the class to

say whether a particular answer is acceptable

or not, rather than accepting or correcting it

immediately. This encourages continuous

involvement of the whole class.

The final writing task is more suitable for

homework. Encourage students to use

dictionaries for lexical items they might want

to include in more open production tasks. 

Revision units
Revision units allow the teacher to assess

which grammatical areas might need re-

working and spot individual weaknesses in

order to address them later. It might be best to

do them as informal class tests, after students

have revised at home. These tests can always

be corrected in class, with students keeping

their own scores. 

English-Greek wordlist 
Students can use it for reference at home and

for revision before a class test. It can also be

useful for pre-teaching key vocabulary before

the presentation, facilitating  students’

understanding and allowing them to focus on

the grammar.

Teacher’s Book
Oral activities
A bank of oral activities has been included in

this Teacher’s Book for use in the classroom.

Many of the activities need no preparation at

all, while a few need simple photocopying and

cutting up. Although they have a strong practice

element, they have been designed to provide a

few minutes of relaxation and fun. The activities

are based on pair or group work and it would

be advisable to allow for a higher noise level in

class. 

4
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It is important that students are confident

about what is expected of them, so it is a good

idea to give a few examples before the activity

starts. You may find you need to do a ‘dry run’

with a group of students before beginning.

During pair or group work, go around the class

and gently hint or prompt if you find that there

is any confusion (or lack of ideas). However,

avoid direct correction of any mistakes; it is

best to make some notes and give the class

some feedback after the activity is over.

These activities are best done at the end of a

lesson so that students leave the class on a

happy note. Alternatively, you can use them as a

form of revision at the end of a later lesson.

Quizzes
The photocopiable quizzes in this Teacher’s

Book are best done in class after the

completion of a unit or group of units and after

homework has been checked. They do not take

long and are a valuable form of assessment. It

might be best for you to collect and correct

them before returning them to the students

with their score and your comments. Generally,

comments should be positive and encouraging

rather than critical.

5
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Present simple,
present continuous

1
1 goes  2 don’t go  3 Do your parents work

4 opens  5 does she live  6 watch

7 doesn’t eat  8 Do you play

2
1 is washing   2 am trying  3 Are you waiting

4 aren’t having  5 is writing  6 are they running

7 is Kikki playing  8 are coming

3
1 every day  2 at the moment  3 at the

moment  4 every day  5 at the moment  6 at

the moment  7 every day  8 every day

4
1 hates  2 are you looking  3 Do you

remember   4 is crying   5 am watching 6 loves

7 do you want   8 am talking

5
Full forms are also correct.

1 do, they’re playing   2 plays, she’s listening

3 goes, she is spending   4 drives, he is reading

5 goes, she is resting   6 watches, he is cooking

6
1 No, it isn’t.  2 No, he doesn’t.  3 No, they’re

not.  4 Yes, she does.  5 Yes, he is.

6 No, they don’t.  7 No, they’re not.

7
1 writes  2 takes  3 send  4 reads  5 puts

6 draws  7 does Peter do  8 finds  9 writes

10 love

8
1 is cooking, cooks  2 are cleaning, clean

3 is watching, watches  4 are going, go

5 is visiting, visits  6 is having, has

7 is playing, plays

9

1 doesn’t smoke  2 walk  3 Are you staying 

4 don’t go  5 is doing  6 want  7 does your

mother finish  8 isn’t working  9 are they

laughing  10 Do you get up

10

1 is spending  2 is getting  3 know  4 fights

5 wins  6 meets  7 doesn’t have  8 plays / is

playing  9 is taking  10 does he like

11

Students’ own answer.

Past simple, ‘used to’

1
1 called  2 didn’t watch  3 Was he  4 Did you

go  5 started  6 Did she come  7 didn’t break

8 bought  9 Did Stephen like 10 weren’t 

2
1 They didn’t go to the cinema. Did they go to 

the cinema?

2 She didn’t buy a new computer. Did she buy 

a new computer?

3 He didn’t lock the door. Did he lock the 

door?

4 She didn’t make a cake. Did she make a cake?

5 They didn’t travel by train. Did they travel by 

train?

6 He didn’t watch a comedy. Did he watch a 

comedy?

7 She didn’t study for a history test. Did she 

study for a history test?

3
1 was  2 was  3 went  4 watched  5 loved

6 didn’t care  7 visited  8 bought  9 ate

10 took  11 interviewed  12 didn’t go

13 stayed  14 didn’t come out  15 returned

Key to the Students’ Book
1

2
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4
1 Did Peter have a headache?

No, he didn’t. He had a stomachache.

2 Did Leslie write an article?

No, she didn’t. She lost her notebook.

3 Were Stanley’s photos good?

No, they weren’t. They were black.

4 Did Kikki paint a picture with fireworks?

Yes, she did. It was beautiful.

5 Did Nicola like Kikki’s painting?

Yes, she did. She loved it!

6 Did Cosmo sleep on the sofa?

No, he didn’t. He ran out of the room!

5
1 Why did he leave?

2 What did she cook?

3 When did they buy this car?

4 How many people were (there) at the 

concert?

5 Where did he go?

6 When did he call?

7 Where were you last night?

8 When did the film start?

6
1 used to go  2 didn’t use to drink  3 used to

work  4 didn’t use to like  5 used to be

6 Did he use to cry  7 used to travel

7
1 She didn’t use to play chess when she was 

20, but she plays chess now.

2 She used to have long hair when she was 20,

but she doesn’t now.

3 She used to listen to rock music when she 

was 20, but she doesn’t now.

4 She used to go to parties when she was 20, 

but she doesn’t now.

5 She used to play volleyball when she was 20, 

but she doesn’t now.

6 She didn’t use to drive a car when she was 

20, but she drives a car now.

7 She didn’t use to get up early when she was 

20, but she gets up early now.

8
1 used to live  2 used to hunt  3 used to live

4 used to travel  5 used to make  6 used to

fight  7 used to move  8 used to eat

9
1 spent  2 left  3 followed  4 worked  5 went

6 started  7 was  8 sold  9 had  10 made

11 became  12 didn’t forget  13 lived

14 travelled  15 died

10
1 Walt Disney was an extraordinary man.

2 He had a great talent for drawing.

3 He studied drawing and photography at 

the McKinley High School in Chicago.

4 Walt went to Hollywood and soon he 

became successful.

5 Roy Disney, Walt’s brother, was his 

business manager.

6 He made the first cartoon film, Snow White 

and the Seven Dwarves, in 1932.

7 Walt produced Pinocchio, Fantasia, Dumbo

and Bambi after Snow White.

8 Walt built a huge amusement park, 

Disneyland near Los Angeles.

9 Disneyland opened in 1955.

10 Walt Disney died in Los Angeles in 1966.

Past continuous

1
1 was playing  2 was studying  3 were watching

4 was talking  5 was cooking  6 were working

7 was wearing  8 was raining 

2
1 Were Mrs O’Toole and Mrs Bridges eating?

No, they weren’t. They were having tea.

2 Was the maid cooking?

No, she wasn’t. She was cleaning the

windows.

3 Were John and Cynthia reading a magazine?

No, they weren’t. They were playing tennis.

4 Was Mr Brown eating?

No, he wasn’t. He was feeding the dog.

5 Was the gardener sleeping?

No, he wasn’t. He was watering the flowers.

6 Was Harry reading a magazine?

No, he wasn’t. He was running.

3
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3
1 was waiting, met  2 were singing, was playing,

3 was doing, was having  4 Were you studying,

called  5 were talking, came  6 started, finished

7 got up, had, went  8 was crying, was watching

9 didn’t watch, was  10 was going, met

4
1 was walking  2 thought  3 was standing

4 saw  5 were carrying  6 held  7 thanked

8 carried  9 went  10 was looking  11 realised

12 remembered  13 fainted  14 were carrying

5
1 went  2 parked  3 walked  4 told  5 was

driving  6 was shouting  7 stopped  8 got

9 saw  10 was running  11 arrested  12 was

paying  13 got into  14 drove  15 saw

16 shouted  17 remembered  18 got

Present perfect simple (1)

1
1 have bought  2 have travelled  3 has drunk

4 has written  5 have read  6 has taken

7 have moved  8 has climbed

2
1 ‘ve seen a lion, haven’t seen  2 has called,

hasn’t called  3 have painted, haven’t painted

4 have eaten, haven’t eaten  5 have visited,

haven’t visited  6 have travelled, haven’t

travelled  7 have bought, haven’t bought

8 have met, haven’t met

3
1 Has she called you? No, she hasn’t.

2 Have I shown you my new dress?

No, you haven’t.

3 Has he lost his sunglasses again? Yes, he has.

4 Have you done your homework?

No, I haven’t.

5 Has the game started? Yes, it has.

6 Have they sent you a postcard from Rome?

Yes, they have.

7 Have you bought tickets for the concert?

No, I haven’t.

4
1 have been  2 has gone  3 have gone

4 has gone  5 has gone  6 Have you ever been

7 has been  8 have gone

5
1 has drunk  2 hasn’t eaten  3 has broken

4 has bought  5 has written  6 hasn’t posted

7 has done  8 hasn’t finished

6
1 the best film I’ve ever seen

2 the funniest man I’ve ever met

3 the fastest car I’ve ever driven

4 the most boring story I’ve ever read

5 the cleverest girl I’ve ever met

6 the longest letter I’ve ever written

7 the most beautiful country I’ve ever visited

7
1 How many museums have they visited?

2 What have you bought for Anne’s birthday?

3 Where have you put my car keys?

4 How many times have you eaten Chinese 

food?

5 What has he cooked for dinner?

6 How much orange juice have you drunk?

7 Where has she parked her car?

8
1 have done  2 haven’t done  3 Have you ever

seen  4 have seen  5 have never been  6 Have

you ever flown  7 haven’t  8 Have you ever

seen  9 haven’t

9
1 He is hungry.

2 Mark has taken my favourite CD.

3 She has got a younger brother.

4 Leslie has broken her sunglasses.

5 It is raining.

6 Dave has gone to France.

7 Peter is late for school.

8 Helen has got beautiful hair.

10
1 has done  2 has travelled  3 has visited

4 hasn’t started  5 has taken  6 hasn’t won

7 has gone  8 has promised

4
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11

Students’ own answer.

Present perfect simple (2)

1
1 have known  2 hasn’t come  3 Have you

called  4 has started  5 Have you watched

6 has had 

2
1 since  2 for  3 for  4 since  5 since  6 for

7 since  8 for  9 since  10 since

3
1 He has already washed his Dad’s car.

2 He hasn’t written a report for TeenLink yet.

3 He has already tidied his room.

4 He hasn’t bought a present for his mother’s 

birthday yet.

5 He hasn’t been to the dentist yet.

6 He has already cleaned the garage.

7 He has already washed the dishes.

8 He hasn’t watered the plants yet.

9 He hasn’t visited his uncle yet.

10 He hasn’t done the shopping yet.

4
1 I haven’t finished my homework yet.

2 How many times have you read this book?

3 He has already gone home.

4 How long have you lived in England?

5 Mark has just come back from France.

6 Alex has been my best friend for years.

7 Sam hasn’t called since Monday.

8 Have you ever been to his house?

5
1 two days ago  2 since Monday  3 since

Monday  4 two days ago  5 since Monday

6 since Monday  7 two days ago

6
1 have gone, went  2 has broken, broke

3 has bought, bought  4 have lost, lost

5 have already seen, saw  6 have sold, sold

7 has written, wrote 

7
1 visited  2 has gone  3 went  4 has drunk

5 didn’t have  6 haven’t had  7 Have you seen

8 haven’t finished 

8
1 have not seen  2 called  3 started  4 Have

you tidied  5 haven’t  6 Have you done your

homework yet?  7 finished  8 haven’t done

9 hasn’t done  10 have  11 finished  12 cleaned 

9
1 has appeared  2 acted  3 was  4 appeared

5 didn’t speak  6 has travelled  7 has never

flown  8 lost  9 went  10 found  11 went

12 painted  13 was  14 has painted

10
1 have already seen  2 has appeared  3 has

played  4 has also made  5 hasn’t spoiled

6 arrived  7 was  8 went  9 saw  10 took

11 was  12 has received

11
Jennifer Aniston’s original name was

Anastassakis. She spent one year in Greece

when she was a child. She took the role of

Rachel in Friends in 1994. Friends became a

success immediately. It was one of the most

popular TV comedy series. Since then she has

appeared on the cover of many magazines. She

has taken part in several films, too. She met her

husband, Brad Pitt, in 1998. Their wedding took

place on July 29, 2000, in Malibu, California.

Past perfect simple

1
1 had lost 2 had gone 3 had left 4 had taken

5 had finished 6 had left 7 had stopped

8 had broken

5

6
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2
1 Had he taken Rocco’s suit from the cleaner’s

by 11 o’clock? Yes, he had.  2 Had he found a

picnic basket? No, he hadn’t.  3 Had he cleaned

Rocco’s shoes? Yes, he had.  4 Had he washed

the car? Yes, he had.  5 Had he ironed Rocco’s

shirt? No, he hadn’t.  6 Had he been to the

supermarket? Yes, he had.

3
1 after  2 before  3 after  4 before  5 after

6 before  7 before  8 after

4
1 had locked, left  2 had, had eaten  3 found,

had bought  4 took, had started  5 got, had

already started  6 Had you already gone to

bed, called  7 had left  8 wasn’t, had gone

5
1 appeared  2 were  3 had separated  4 grew

5 lived  6 had already disappeared  7 appeared

8 had already died out  9 appeared  10 became

11 crashed  12 exploded

6
Students’ own answer.

Revision of past tenses

1
1 found, was cleaning  2 broke, were playing

3 Were you sleeping, called  4 were watching,

came  5 was he going, saw  6 was listening, rang

7 saw, was waiting

2
1 had  2 were  3 were playing  4 was  5 Was

she playing  6 she wasn’t  7 was she doing

8 was sitting  9 was reading  10 Did she see

11 she did  12 Did you talk  13 came  14 were

talking  15 woke

3
1 used to be  2 didn’t use to have  3 didn’t use

to be  4 used to walk  5 used to wear

6 used to carry  7 used to teach

8 used to have  9 used to read

4
1 had stopped, left  2 broke, was playing

3 had cooked, got  4 had already had, arrived

5 met, was going  6 didn’t hear, was sleeping

7 had finished, went  8 were listening, were

watching

5
1 was  2 lifted off  3 had flown  4 survived

5 started  6 had prepared  7 went  8 had

practised  9 resigned  10 exploded

6
Kikki was very good with the hamster. She fed

it, cleaned its cage and played with it. One day

while she was cleaning the cage, the hamster

got out and disappeared. Kikki didn’t know

what to do. The following morning while she

was brushing her teeth she had an idea. She

went to the pet shop and she bought a

hamster like Pepe. She returned the cage to

Steve and said nothing. A few days later, Steve

called her. He said to her that Pepe had had six

babies! That was very strange.

Revision Units 1 – 7

1
1 does the train leave 2 don't believe 3 at the

moment 4 do you want 5 's staying 6 hates

7 every morning 

2
1 didn't use to have  2 Did she use to travel

3 didn't use to be  4 used to go  5 did they use to

live  6 Did you use to study  7 used to be 

3
Half a mark for each correct answer.

1 fell, was watching  2 Were you doing, called

3 was laughing, was reading  4 was not sleeping,

came  5 Was Tom going, saw  6 was, didn't go 

7 were having, rang

7
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4
Full forms are also correct.

1 Has it stopped raining yet? 

2 Have you ever been to Africa? 

3 We’ve just had lunch.

4 I've never eaten Chinese food.

5 Stanley hasn't finished his report yet.

6 They've already left.

7 How long have you lived in this house? 

5
1 Did you have  2 went  3 has gone  4 haven't seen

5 moved  6 has been  7 have ever read

6
1 We arrived at the station after the train had left.

2 The play had started by the time we got to the 

theatre.

3 She had gone to bed before  I came back.

4 We had finished lunch by the time they arrived.

5 They had already gone home when we arrived at 

the party.

6 He had already left when I called.

7 After she had finished her homework she read a 

comic.

7
1 b  2 a  3 b  4 a  5 c  6 b  7 a  8 c

The Future

1

1 Will she help us?

2 Is he going to sell his house?

3 Are they leaving for Paris tomorrow?

4 Is she going to have a party next week?

5 Will they move to Germany?

6 Will he be famous one day?

7 Is she flying to Oslo tonight?

2

1 ‘ll help  2 ‘ll open  3 ‘ll carry  4 ‘ll call

5 ‘ll give  6 ‘ll wash

3

Full forms are also correct.

1 ‘ll get  2 ‘m going to visit  3 ‘ll do  4 ‘ll buy 

5 ‘m going to spend  6 ‘m going to buy

4

Full forms are also correct.

1 are you doing  2 ’re going  3 ’m meeting

4 ’m helping  5 is coming  6 isn’t coming

7 ’re coming

5

1 It’s going to rain this afternoon. There are 

clouds in the sky

2 I can’t come with you tomorrow. I’m going 

to the cinema with Mike.

3 Ahh … I’ll travel to Hawaii one day.

4 Look out! The branch is breaking! 

You’re going to fall!

5 I’m sorry Dad. This won’t happen again. I 

promise.

6 We’ve bought tickets and packed our 

suitcases. We’re leaving tomorrow.

6

Full forms are also correct.

1 ‘re going to see  2 ‘m training  3 ‘ll do / I’m

going to do  4 Are you going to continue

5 ‘m going to study  6 ‘ll open  7 ‘ll give

8 ‘m going to spend

7

Students’ own answers.

Modal verbs (1)

1

1 can’t  2 Could  3 couldn’t  4 can  5 couldn’t

6 can’t  7 couldn’t  8 can’t  9 can’t  10 could

2

1 will be able to speak  2 will be able to drive

3 will be able to use  4 will be able to swim

5 will be able to ride  6 will be able to count

7 will be able to draw

3

1 He couldn’t draw one year ago. He can’t 

draw now. He will be able to draw when he 

is four.

2 He couldn’t ride a bike one year ago. He 

can’t ride a bike now. He will be able to ride 

a bike when he is four.

8 9
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3 He couldn’t read one year ago. He can’t read

now. He won’t be able to read when he is 

four.

4 He couldn’t write one year ago. He can’t 

write now. He won’t be able to write when 

he is four.

5 He couldn’t swim one year ago. He can’t 

swim now. He will be able to swim when he 

is four.

4

1 Can / Could you open the door?

2 Can / Could you help me with my 

homework?

3 Could I use the phone?

4 Can you be quiet?

5 Could I have some water?

6 Could I borrow an umbrella?

5

1 You don’t have to come at 7.00.

Do you have to come at 7.00?

2 He didn’t have to go to the post office.

Did he have to go to the post office?

3 We won’t have to meet next month.

Will we have to meet next month?

4 She doesn’t have to keep it a secret.

Does she have to keep it a secret?

5 We don’t have to get up at six o’clock.

Do we have to get up at six o’clock?

6 They didn’t have to leave very early.

Did they have to leave very early?

6

1 must  2 had to  3 must  4 must  5 had to

6 must  7 had to  8 had to

7

1 don’t have to  2 don’t have to  3 mustn’t

4 don’t have to  5 mustn’t  6 don’t have to

7 mustn’t  8 mustn’t  9 don’t have to

10 don’t have to

8

1 must  2 can  3 can  4 must  5 must

6 mustn’t  7 mustn’t  8 can  9 mustn’t

10 can

9

1 Could  2 don’t have to  3 had to  4 weren’t

able to  5 mustn’t  6 will be able to

7 don’t have to  8 must

10

1 must  2 can’t  3 must  4 can  5 must

6 can  7 must  8 mustn’t  9 must  10 can

11

You must sleep eight hours a day; this is very

important.

You mustn’t go to bed very late, or you will feel

tired the next morning.

You must eat lots of fresh fruit and vegetables.

You can take a short break every hour.

You can also listen to music or watch TV for

about 15 minutes.

You mustn’t watch films in your break because

they are too long.

Modal verbs (2)

1

1 may not  2 could  3 may not  4 could 

5 may not  6 may not  7 may not  8 could

9 may not  10 could

2

1 might not go  2 might not buy  3 might rain

4 might not pass  5 might be  6 might know

7 might not go  8 might need  9 might not have

10 might not stay

3

1 must  2 can’t  3 must  4 can’t  5 can’t  6 can’t

7 must  8 can’t  9 must  10 must

4

1 Peter must be very tired.

2 He may have a lot of homework.

3 He may be ill.

4 Leslie may not be hungry.

5 Sarah must be hungry.

6 Sarah must like cakes.

7 Stanley must be tired.

8 He may study later.

9 The comic must be very funny.

10
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5

1 should  2 should  3 should  4 should

5 shouldn’t  6 should  7 should  8 should

9 shouldn’t  10 should  11 shouldn’t  12 should 

6

1 He should go to  2 He should revise / study

3 She should take  4 She should tidy  5 She

should go to  6 He should go to  7 You should

call 

7

1 might  2 can’t  3 should  4 may  5 shouldn’t 

6 must  7 might not

8

1 Her car is parked outside her house. She 

can’t be at work.

2 She’s very fat. She shouldn’t eat sweets.

3 He speaks Italian. He must be Italian.

4 This book is mine. It can’t be yours.

5 This glass is broken. You shouldn’t use it.

6 It’s raining. You must / should take an 

umbrella.

7 He won the lottery! He must be happy.

9

1 must  2 can’t  3 might / may  4 can’t / mustn’t

5 could / might  6 can’t  7 can’t  8 might

10

Students’ own answer. This is a possible one.

You should talk to your teacher and you should

do your homework every day. You could

organise a party at home for your new friends

or you could have lunch with your new

classmates. You could join the basketball team.

You could tell your classmates about your

hobbies.

Offers, suggestions

1

1 Shall  2 Would  3 Shall  4 Would  5 Would

6 Would  7 Shall  8 Would

2

1 Shall I  2 Shall I  3 I’ll  4 I’ll  5 Shall I  6 I’ll

7 Shall I  8 Shall I

3

1 Why don’t we go to the cinema?

How about going to the cinema?

2 Why don’t we visit our cousins?

What / How about visiting our cousins?

3 Why don’t we cook spaghetti?

What / How about cooking spaghetti?

4 Why don’t we watch TV?

What / How about watching TV?

5 Why don’t we play football?

What / How about watching TV?

4

1 Can  2 Why  3 could  4 How / What

5 Shall  6 will

5

1 Would you like some tea?

2 What about playing basketball?

3 Why don’t we go to the cinema?

4 Why don’t we meet at 6:00?

5 How about watching ‘The Spider and the 

Fly’?

6 Shall I carry your bags?

7 How about watching a thriller on TV?

8 Would you like some ice-cream?

6

1 don’t  2 could  3 could  4 could

5 How / What  6 Why don’t  7 could  8 will

7

Students’ own answer.

Nouns, articles

1
1 tomatoes  2 libraries  3 teeth  4 holidays
5 wives  6 places  7 sandwiches  8 people
9 fish  10 radios  11 parties  12 knives
13 dictionaries  14 monkeys

11

12
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2

1 months  2 –  3 –  4 –  5 friends  6 –

7 photos  8 –  9 keys  10 cherries  11 –

12 – 13 –  14 skirts

3

1 She’s got beautiful hair.

2 There are five people at the bus stop.

3 He wears glasses because he can’t see well.

4 Can you see the deer behind the tree?

5 Jim has been to all the European countries.

6 They’ve got three children.

7 Are you going to wear your jeans?

8 Can you get me the scissors?

9 She only wears dresses. She hates trousers.

10 We need two loaves of bread.

4

1 A  2 –  3 –  4 an  5 An  6 –  7 A  8 The

9 the  10 –

5

1 The, – (T)  2 – , the (F)  3 –, – (F)  4 –, – (F)

5 The, the (F)  6 –, the (T)  7 –, – (F)

8 –, – (T)  9 –, – (T)  10 The, – (T)

6

1 a  2 –  3 the  4 the  5 an  6 –  7 the  8 –

9 the  10 the  11 –  12 a

7

1 a woman  2 two men  3 glasses  4 people

5 mice  6 the middle of the room  7 Ladies

8 men  9 children  10 Thieves! Thieves!

11 money  12 men  13 a big brown bag

14 a white car

8

Here are some possible answers.

1 the  2 It  3 fish  4 the sea  5 a fridge  6 one

7 ears  8 a hole  9 light  10 a noise  11 money /

gold  12 chocolate 

Quantifiers

1

1 some  2 any  3 no  4 some  5 any  6 any

7 no  8 some 

2

1 someone  2 anywhere  3 something

4 somewhere  5 anywhere  6 something

7 No one  8 nothing

3

1 a lot of  2 much  3 a little  4 much  5 a lot of

6 many  7 a few  8 a lot of  9 a few  10 a little

4

1 How many comics do you buy every week? 

Not many.

2 How much honey is there in that jar? Not 

much.

3 How many boys can you see in that picture? 

Not many.

4 How much time have we got? Not much.

5 How many books do you read in a month? 

Not many.

6 How many glasses of milk do you drink 

every day? Not many.

5

1 How much  2 a lot of  3 much  4 How many

5 many  6 a lot of  7 How many  8 lots of

9 How much  10 How many  11 much

12 lots of 

6

Students’ own answers. Here are some possible

answers.

1 horrible  2 weren’t many  3 terrible  4 wasn’t

a lot of / much  5 cold  6 a little  7 a few

8 were lots of  9 spent  10 a lot of  11 didn’t

have a lot of  12 terrible 

Revision Units 8 – 13

1
1 We're going  2 will be  3 is going to have

4 'm leaving  5 'll carry  6 are going to go 

7 won't do 

2
1 a  2 c  3 c  4 b  5 a  6 a  7 b  8 c

13
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3
1 I'll  2 How about  3 Why don't you

4 Shall we  5 Would  6 going  7 go 

4
1 photos  2 –  3 countries  4 –  5 people

6 leaves  7 keys

5
1 –  2 –  3 the  4 –  5 a  6 –  7 an

6
1 some  2 any  3 no  4 any  5 no  6 some

7 some

7
1 a lot of  2 How much  3 a little  4 Not much

5 many  6 a lot  7 Just a few 

Reflexive pronouns

1

1 yourself  2 yourselves  3 herself  4 yourselves

5 ourselves  6 himself  7 itself  8 ourselves

9 myself  10 themselves  11 yourself

12 themselves

2

1 by myself  2 by themselves  3 by himself

4 by herself  5 by yourself  6 by yourselves

7 by myself

3

1 They decorated the house by themselves.

2 They enjoyed themselves at the concert last 

night.

3 We can’t do it by ourselves.

4 They’re looking at themselves in the mirror.

5 You must behave yourselves.

6 They fell down and hurt themselves.

7 Help yourselves to some biscuits.

4

1 Stanley and Leslie help each other.

2 They’re sitting next to each other.

3 Charles and Emma don’t know each other.

4 We can help each other.

5 They’re looking at each other.

6 Mr Smith and Mr Evans hate each other.

7 Jim and I trust each other.

5

1 yourself  2 me  3 us  4 ourselves  5 you

6 yourself  7 herself 

6

1 yourself  2 myself  3 myself  4 themselves

5 yourself  6 yourself

7

1 He must wash himself.

2 I enjoy myself.

3 Kikki will watch it by herself.

4 Peter hurt himself.

5 They must behave themselves.

6 Help yourself.

‘Both – neither’, ‘all – none’,
‘one – ones’

1

1 Both  2 Neither  3 both  4 Neither

5 Neither  6 Both  7 Neither  8 Neither

9 both  10 both  11 Both  12 Both

2

1 Neither of them  2 Both of them  3 Both of

them  4 Both of them  5 Neither of them

6 Neither of them  7 Both of them  8 Both of

them

3

1 all  2 None  3 None  4 all  5 All  6 all

7 None  8 all

4

1 No, none of them was tall.

2 Yes, all of them were young.

3 No, none of them was dressed in black.

4 Yes, all of them were wearing masks.

5 No, none of them had short hair.

6 Yes, all of them were carrying bags.

7 Yes, all of them had motorbikes.

5

1 one  2 one  3 ones  4 one  5 one  6 ones

7 one, one  8 one

14

15
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6

1 all  2 one  3 both  4 neither  5 Which

6 one  7 ones

7

1 both  2 all  3 None of  4 Neither  5 Both

6 all  7 neither  8 Both

8

1 all  2 all  3 all  4 none  5 All  6 none

9

1a Neither of them has got blue eyes.

1b Both of them are wearing jeans.

1c Neither of them is unhappy.

2a Both of them have got beautiful teeth.

2b Both of them are taller than Kikki.

2c Neither of them has got red hair.

3a All of them are smiling.

3b None of them are wearing skirts.

3c All of them love cats.

Adjectives, adverbs of 
manner

1

1 easy easier the easiest

2 thin thinner the thinnest

3 quick quicker the quickest

4 friendly more friendly the most friendly

5 important more important the most 

important

6 bad worse the worst

2

1 older than  2 the happiest  3 the largest

4 worse than  5 bigger than  6 funnier than

7 the most exciting  8 the biggest

3

1 as tall as  2 not so big as  3 not so old as

4 as beautiful as  5 not so friendly as

6 as nice as  7 not so good as  8 as fast as

4

1 Kate isn’t so pretty as Jenny.

2 John is cleverer than Mark.

3 Art is more interesting than History.

4 Bob’s test isn’t so good as Jim’s.

5 A bike isn’t so fast as a car.

6 A snail is slower than a tortoise.

7 My bag is heavier than yours.

8 Italy is not so big as France.

5

1 quickly  2 hard  3 well  4 quietly  5 angrily

6 carefully  7 heavily

6

1 harder  2 more carefully  3 more regularly

4 more neatly  5 better  6 more seriously

7 more slowly

7

1 deeper than (F)  2 the longest (T)  3 the

largest (F)  4 the highest (T)  5 colder (T)

6 the biggest (T)  7 longer than (F)

8 higher than (F)

8

Students’ own answer.

Infinitive, gerund

1

1 He came here to see you.

2 Sue went to the café to meet Bob.

3 I need a key to open the door.

4 He’s going to London to visit a friend.

5 They turned on the radio to listen to the 

news.

6 Mum went out to buy some bread.

7 I need more time to finish this exercise.

2

1 to go  2 to buy  3 to stay  4 to see  5 to

wear  6 to be  7 to help

3

1 I’m not tall enough to reach that shelf.

2 I was too tired to go outside.

3 I am too busy to talk to you right now.

4 James isn’t strong enough to lift that box.

5 Maria is too young to drive.

6 It’s not hot enough to go to the beach today.

7 He’s too short to touch the ceiling.

16 17
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4

1 Driving fast is dangerous.

2 Learning English is easy.

3 Going out with friends is fun.

4 Travelling by plane is expensive.

5 Collecting stamps is interesting.

6 Eating sweets is bad for your teeth.

7 Playing chess is difficult.

5

1 Jim loves playing basketball.

2 I don’t mind doing my homework in the 

evenings.

3 She is fond of painting.

4 Helen is afraid of walking in the dark.

5 Peter can’t stand listening to Kikki’s music.

6 I prefer travelling by train.

7 We enjoy going for walks in the park.

8 Sue is good at dancing.

6

1 to make  2 cooking  3 to read  4 to buy

5 reading  6 to see  7 Visiting  8 swimming

9 to see  10 Watching  11 playing  12 playing

7

1 to see  2 painting  3 to be  4 to become

5 working  6 to understand  7 shopping 

8

1 spending  2 ski-ing  3 spending  4 to go

5 to have  6 to inform  7 seeing  8 to speak

9

1 listening  2 collecting  3 getting up  4 helping

5 writing  6 reading  7 to learn  8 ice-skating

9 to go  10 Working

10

Students’ own answers.

The Passive

1

1 is  2 are  3 is  4 are  5 is  6 are  7 is

2

1 is watched  2 is made  3 are killed

4 is visited  5 is taught  6 is spoken  7 is served

8 are written

3

1 The toothbrush was invented in the 15th

century.

2 The first public basketball game was played

in 1892.

3 The first eyeglasses were worn in the 1200s.

4 The first bicycle was ridden in 1791.

5 The first hot dog was eaten in the 1860s.

6 The first CDs were sold in the 1980s.

7 The first electric guitar was played in 1923.

8 The first computer mouse was used in 1964.

4

1 Is paper made from wood?

2 Was the telephone invented by Mr Bell?

3 Was this picture painted by Kikki?

4 Will the thieves be arrested by the police?

5 Is champagne made in France?

6 Will the letters be sent next week?

7  Are the animals fed three times a day?

8  Was this article written by Stanley?

9  Are CDs made of plastic?

10 Was the party organised by Paul?

5

1 was written by Stanley.

2 was cancelled by the referee.

3 are worn by firemen.

4 was made by a famous director.

5 will be sung by a famous pop star.

6 was found by a detective.

7 are designed by architects.

8 was discovered by Christopher Columbus

in 1492.

6

1 This house was built 200 years ago.

2 My purse was stolen by a thief.

3 The robbers will be arrested by the police.

4 Cars are produced in this factory.

5 Breakfast is served at eight o’clock every day.

6 Tonnes of rubbish are thrown away every 

day.

7 Coffee is made in Brazil.

8 Jim’s bike was stolen last night.

18
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7

1 A new bridge will be built next year.

2 ‘The Ultimate Space Adventure’ was 

directed by Brian Brody. 

3 Her costume will be designed by Pierre 

Matie.

4 My wallet was found.

5 The window was broken by one of the 

students.

6 My computer will be delivered on Monday.

7 Paul was invited to Mary’s birthday party.

8 A new planet was discovered by British 

astronomers.

8

1 is created  2 is polluted 3 is not infected

4 lands  5 are infected  6 is found

7 is stolen  8 are now carrying  9 kills

10 is directed

9

Houses were heated with a real fire and rooms

were lit with candles. Milk was delivered by

milkmen every morning and it was stored in a

cool place. Food was cooked in the fire place

or on a big stove. 200 years ago there was no

plumbing! Water was carried from the nearest

well or fountain and clothes were washed by

hand. Then the clothes were ironed with a

heavy iron. Irons were filled with hot coal!

Horse carriages were used because there were

no cars or buses.

Relative pronouns, relative 
clauses

1

1 who  2 which  3 who  4 which  5 which

6 who  7 which  8 who  9 who  10 which

2

1 who’s  2 whose  3 who’s  4 whose  5 who’s

6 whose  7 whose  8 who’s

3

1 A reporter is someone who works for a 

newspaper.

2 An author is a person who writes books.

3 A parrot is a bird which can talk.

4 A thief is a person who steals things.

5 A ruler is something which we use to draw 

straight lines. 

6 A dentist is a person who looks after your 

teeth.

7 A waiter is someone who works in a 

restaurant.

8 An ostrich is a very large bird which can run

very fast.

4

1 who  2 which  3 who  4 whose  5 which

6 who  7 whose  8 who

5

1 That vase, which costs £800, is Chinese.

2 Mr Smith’s wife, who is from Paris, teaches 

French.

3 Vincent Van Gogh, who was a famous 

painter, was Dutch.

4 Oranges, which contain a lot of vitamin C, 

are good for your health.

5 This is the old lady who saw the robbers.

6 Her new book, which was published last 

month, has sold thousands of copies.

7 This is the letter which came this morning 

for you.

8 Alex, who used to live next door, got 

married last week.

6

1 who is Peter and Stanley’s friend

2 which was built in 1908

3 which is on the third floor

4 who won the lottery last month

5 which was built in the fifth century

6 who died in 1931

7 who is 4

7

1 Agatha Christie, whose full name was Agatha

Mary Clarissa Christie, was born in England 

in 1890.

2 She was a famous writer whose books sold 

millions of copies all over the world.

3 Agatha, who was educated at home by her 

mother, started writing detective stories 

during World War I when she was a nurse.

19
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4 Her first book, which was written in 1920, 

was called ‘The Mysterious Affair at Styles’.

5 Hercules Poirot, who was a detective from 

Belgium, was the main hero in most of her 

books.

6 Christie, who wrote more than 80 detective 

stories, wrote romantic stories and theatre 

plays too.

7 The Mousetrap, which was written in 1959, 

is one of the most successful plays of all 

time.

8 Agatha spent several months each year in 

Iraq and Syria with her husband who was an 

archaeologist.

8

1 which  2 who  3 whose  4 which  5 whose

6 which  7 who

9

1 b  2 b  3 a  4 b  5 a  6 b  7 a  8 c

10

1 When my art class visited Paris, I saw the 

Mona Lisa, which is the most famous painting

in the Louvre Museum. 

2 It was painted by Leonardo Da Vinci who 

was a genius in painting, music and 

engineering.

3 The painting is an amazing portrait of a 

young woman who is smiling.

4 Mona Lisa was a beautiful woman who was 

the wife of a well-known man in Florence.

5 The Mona Lisa, whose enigmatic smile is 

world famous, was painted between 1503 

and 1506.

6 The Mona Lisa, which was Leonardo Da 

Vinci’s favourite painting, was also known as 

‘La Gioconda’.

Revision Units 14 – 19

1
1 yourself  2 herself  3 himself  4 yourselves

5 myself  6 themselves  7 herself

2
1 All  2 both  3 one  4 ones  5 Neither

6 none  7 one 

3

1 the most interesting  2 as big

3 more beautiful  4 the tallest  5 more carefully

6 heavy as  7 as hard as 

4

1 listening  2 to go  3 to finish  4 painting

5 to drive  6 Walking  7 to see

5

1 The match was watched by 10,000 people.

2 This cake is made on special days.

3 Our tests will be corrected by the new 

teacher.

4 My bag was found in the park.

5 'Around the World in 80 Days' was written 

by Jules Verne. 

6 The house will be cleaned on Saturday.

7 The cheese is kept in the fridge.

6

1 Her sister, who lives in New York, is a well-

known writer.

2 Van Gogh, whose paintings cost millions 

today, died a poor man.

3 The car which is parked outside is my Dad's.

4 Who's the boy who answered the phone?

5 The book which I read last week was very 

interesting.

6 The students whose names begin with an 'S' 

should go to room number 3.

7 This vase, which is an antique, belonged to 

her grandmother.

7

1 b  2 b  3 a  4 b  5 b  6 c  7 b  8 c

Conditionals, ‘wish’

1

1 will be  2 will give  3 will make  4 doesn’t

come  5 goes  6 aren’t  7 will be  8 doesn’t

finish  9 comes  10 hurries  11 won’t go

12 will miss

20
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2

1 ‘m not, ‘ll come  2 rains, will stay  3 will call,

have  4 doesn’t study, won’t pass  5 is, will go

6 will get, don’t stop  7 see, ‘ll tell  8 will, don’t

tidy  9 don’t leave, will miss  10 won’t go, don’t

do

3

Full forms are also correct.

1 wear a coat, you won’t be cold.

2 go to bed late, you’ll be tired tomorrow.

3 touch that hot pan, you’ll burn yourself.

4 take an aspirin, you’ll feel better.

5 don’t take an umbrella with you, you’ll get 

wet.

6 don’t hurry, you’ll be late.

7 drive too fast, you’ll have an accident.

8 leave your bag here, you’ll lose it.

4

1 exercised  2 were  3 would buy  4 wouldn’t

help  5 won  6 would go  7 met  8 went

5

1 If he won £1000, he would spend it.

2 If he met his favourite actor, he would ask 

for an autograph.

3 If he found a bag full of money, he would give

it to the police.

4 If he saw an alien, he would take a picture of 

it.

5 If he was alone on a desert island, he would 

go fishing every day.

6 If he saw a ghost, he would say hello.

7 If he saw a tiger in his garden, he wouldn’t 

touch it.

6

1 If I were you, I would make a cup of tea.

2 If I were you, I would stay in bed all day.

3 If I were you, I would call the doctor.

4 If I were you, I would take an aspirin.

5 If I were you, I wouldn’t go to school 

tomorrow.

6 If I were you, I would stay in bed for two 

days.

7 If I were you, I would eat some soup.

8 If I were you, I would drink some orange 

juice.

7

1 I wish I didn’t have a headache.

2 I wish I wasn’t ill.

3 I wish Kikki wouldn’t make so much noise.

4 I wish Mum was here.

5 I wish I could go to the park.

6 I wish I felt better.

7 I wish I could eat some ice-cream.

8

1 didn’t have  2 would come  3 could come

4 would have  5 would be  6 could / would do

7 had  8 wasn’t 

9

Full forms are also correct.

1 ‘d take  2 ‘d take  3 caught  4 ‘d light  5 were

6 ‘d keep  7 ‘d have  8 took  9 ‘d choose

10 ‘d carry

10

Students’ own answer.

Prepositions

1

1 in  2 at  3 under  4 in front of  5 behind

6 next to  7 near  8 opposite  9 between  10 in

11 in  12 on

2

1 at  2 at  3 on  4 in  5 at  6 on  7 on  8 in

9 at  10 on

3

1 along  2 out of  3 into  4 into  5 from  

6 down 7 into  8 across

4

1 in  2 out  3 on  4 to  5 from  6 at  7 at

8 down

5

1 about  2 for  3 for  4 to  5 about  6 to  7 at

8 to  9 to  10 about 

6

1 on  2 at  3 at  4 for  5 to  6 about  7 to

8 for

21
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7

1 up  2 down  3 into  4 out of  5 on  6 from

7 onto  8 over

8

1 at  2 at  3 about  4 out of  5 opposite  6 to

7 between  8 up  9 among  10 out of

9

1 on  2 to  3 in  4 at  5 over  6 to

7 in front of  8 next to  9 into  10 out of

10

1 to  2 under  3 in  4 behind  5 about  6 in

7 out of  8 into 

Wh– questions, subject / 
object questions

1

1 did he call?  2 T-shirt do you like?  3 do you

go to school?  4 much money have you got?

5 car did you borrow?  6 did you get up?

7 does he work?  8 were you born?  9 has she

gone?  10 often do you play football?  11 many

cartons of milk do we need?  12 did you close

the window?

2

1 helped you?  2 called you?  3 was talking to

you?  4 invited you to the party?  5 did you

meet?  6 did you call?  7 were you talking to?

8 did you invite?

3

1 can you see?  2 took Judy’s book?  3 did he

buy?  4 happened?  5 does she want?  

6 is knocking on the door?  7 is she trying to

say?  8 phoned Sarah?

4

1 Who bought that painting?

2 What are you looking at?

3 Who is playing the violin?

4 Who did this?

5 What are you reading?

6 Who did John call?

7 Who won the game?

8 What did he say?

9 Who visited Helen?

10 What did they organise?

5

1 How old is your sister?

2 What was she wearing?

3 Where did you see her last?

4 What happened then?

5 Where have you looked for her?

6 Does your sister like ice-cream?

7 How do you know?

8 Why are you looking at me like that?

6

1 Have you read this book?

2 Who did you call?

3 Where does he live?

4 Why are they late?

5 How often do you exercise?

6 Who did you ask?

7 Which dress do you like?

7

1 Which actor do you admire?

2 What type of girl do you like?

3 When did you decide to be a singer?

4 How often do you travel?

5 What is your star sign?

Plus students’ own answers.

Questions tags, short 
agreements

1

1 isn’t she  2 haven’t you  3 can’t she  4 doesn’t

he  5 aren’t you  6 isn’t it  7 shall we  8 didn’t

she  9 hasn’t he  10 isn’t there  11 aren’t I

12 won’t you

2

1 are they  2 wasn’t it  3 did he  4 have you

5 am I  6 should I  7 have we  8 will you

9 aren’t I  10 does he  11 didn’t she  12 haven’t

we  13 doesn’t he  14 won’t you

3

1 So do I.  2 Neither am I.  3 So have I.  4 So

did I.  5 Neither do I.  6 Neither do I.

7 So do I.  8 Neither have I.

22
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4

1 So am I.  2 So do I.  3 Neither will I.  4 So

was I.  5 Neither can I.  6 Neither have I.  7 So

do I.  8 Neither do I.  9 So do I.  10 Neither

did I.  11 So did I.  12 So am I.

5

1 So am I.  2 So did I.  3 Neither have I.  4 So

am I.  5 Neither do I.  6 So do I.  7 So would I.

6

1 You like fish, don’t you?

2 You will come, won’t you?

3 You won’t tell, will you?

4 Let’s watch cartoons, shall we?

5 You’ve got my CD, haven’t you?

6 You were going to the dentist, weren’t you?

7 You went to the basketball game, didn’t you?

8 Let’s go to the park, shall we?

Word order

1

1 She wasn’t at home yesterday.

2 He went to bed at 10.00.

3 She was here ten minutes ago.

4 I won’t be at home tomorrow.

5 They moved to Paris in 1995.

6 We arrived at the station at 9.30.

7 I came home late last night.

8 Paul goes to Spain every year.

9 I saw James at the bus stop last night.

10 Martha didn’t go to work yesterday.

2

1 We always have lunch at 1.00.

2 Jill travels to London twice a year.

3 I never drink coffee in the morning.

4 Do you visit your grandparents every Sunday?

5 He washes his car twice a month.

6 They don’t often go to work by bus.

7 Do they usually go away at weekends?

8 He doesn’t always work hard.

3

1 Peter sent his Mum some flowers. He sent 

her some flowers.

2 Kikki showed Nicola her new painting. She 

showed her her new painting.

3 Aunt Agatha wrote Peter a letter. She wrote 

him a letter.

4 Leslie told Stanley a secret. She told him a 

secret.

5 Peter lent Kikki his jacket. He lent her his 

jacket.

6 Stanley gave Leslie a present. He gave her a 

present.

7 Peter offered Angela some tea. He offered 

her some tea.

8 John sent his mother a postcard. He sent 

her a postcard.

9 James showed Anna his new computer. He 

showed her his new computer.

10 Carol lent Susan her bike. She lent her her 

bike.

4

1 Peter showed his new CD to Bob.

2 Kikki sent a card to Ann.

3 Mary offered a drink to John.

4 They gave some money to him.

5 Jo lent her car to Mark.

6 Chris wrote a letter to Mary.

7 Dave showed his computer to me.

5

1 I go to the cinema every Friday.

2 I usually watch TV 5-6 hours per week.

3 I have a lesson at home every Thursday 

afternoon.

4 How often do you go to a live concert?

5 Have you taken part in a school play?

6 I often visit museums with my school or 

with my parents but I never visit art galleries.

7 My family and I go to a ski resort every 

winter. 

8 I often play volleyball at school. I go to the 

swimming pool once a week.

6

Students’ own answers.

24
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Sentence linking

1

1 but  2 and  3 but  4 and  5 but  6 and

7 but  8 and

2

1 I was tired, so I stayed at home.

2 He had eaten too much ice-cream, so he had

a stomachache.

3 We can’t go to the concert because we’ve 

lost the tickets.

4 I didn’t have enough money, so I didn’t buy 

that book.

5 She was late, so she took a taxi.

6 I couldn’t get up in the morning because I 

went to bed late last night.

7 The music was too loud, so I didn’t hear the 

bell.

8 She’s hungry because she didn’t have 

breakfast.

3

1 Mum came back after I had tidied my room.

2 We arrived after they had finished lunch.

3 The party had finished before he arrived.

4 The train had left before we arrived at the 

station.

5 He came back from work after I had gone to

bed.

6 Dad had left for work before I woke up.

7 We went out after she had done her 

homework.

4

1 Although he worked hard, he didn’t pass the 

exam.

2 Although I hate horror films, I liked this one.

3 Although she was ill, she didn’t want to go 

to the doctor.

4 Although it was hot, she was wearing a 

jacket.

5 Although I was tired, I couldn’t sleep.

6 Although I got up late, I arrived on time.

7 Although it was raining, we went out.

5

1 but  2 Although  3 but  4 because  5 and

6 but  7 Although

6

1 before  2 because  3 and  4 Although  5 and

6 After  7 and

7

1 so  2 and  3 Before  4 Although  5 before

6 because  7 after  8 but 

Revision Units 20 – 25

1

1 knew  2 finish  3 were  4 doesn't go

5 wouldn't live  6 ate  7 won't take 

2

1 on  2 over  3 at  4 in  5 on  6 in  7 at  8 at 

3

1 Who helped you with the first task?

2 How did they get to the centre of town?

3 Why did Mum throw away the cookies?

4 Who did you see at the market yesterday?

5 How many apple trees have they got in their

garden?

6 What has he bought for the party?

7 When is Bob leaving?

4

1 Neither have I.

2 Neither do we.

3 So are we.

4 Neither am I.

5 So did I.

6  So am I.

5

1 Does she always wear that blue coat?

2 He went to the office at 10 o'clock.

3 They have a big lunch on Sundays.

4 I never eat fish.

5 She has French lessons twice a week.

6 The train arrives at the station at 3 o'clock.

7 Anna gave me a beautiful ring.

8 I sent a letter to Kate.

25
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6

1 so  2 because  3 before  4 but  5 and

6 after  7 because 

7

1 b  2 c  3 c  4 b  5 a  6 a  7 c
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Friday morning …………………………………………………………………………………………

Friday afternoon …………………………………………………………………………………………

Friday evening …………………………………………………………………………………………

Saturday morning …………………………………………………………………………………………

Saturday afternoon …………………………………………………………………………………………

Saturday evening …………………………………………………………………………………………

Sunday afternoon …………………………………………………………………………………………

Sunday morning …………………………………………………………………………………………

Sunday evening …………………………………………………………………………………………

25

Teacher’s Resource File
Oral activities

1 ‘Weekend activities’ – Present simple and present continuous

Preparation

� Photocopy the table below. You will need one for each player. Alternatively ask students to 

copy it into their notebooks.

� Divide the class into pairs of As and Bs.

The activity

� Ask students to write what they always/usually do on these days For example:
Friday evening – go to the cinema with friends.

� On a separate piece of paper ask students to make a list of the activities they usually do over the 
weekend but in a random order.

Student A gives his/her scrambled list to student B. Using the information on the list Student B asks 

Student A questions in order to find out what he/she does at each particular time of day. For example,

Student B: It’s Friday afternoon. Are you watching TV?

Student A: Yes, I am. I always watch TV on Friday afternoon.

OR             

No, I’m not. I never watch TV on Friday afternoon.

� The student answering the questions must adhere to the weekend timetable he or she originally noted
above.

� For each correct guess Student B gains one point.

� When Student B has gone through the whole list, students swap roles.

� The winner is the student who has gained the most points.

2 ‘What did you do on your holiday?’ – Past simple 

Preparation

� Photocopy the list below and cut it up to make playing cards. You will need as many copies as the 
number of groups playing. Alternatively, ask students to copy the list.

sea car comics picnic

sandcastles films music schoolwork

late friends hotel beach

football photos ice-cream postcards

happy in the park shorts and T-shirts poems
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� Divide the class into groups of four or five.

The activity

� Give each group a set of playing cards and ask them to keep it in the middle, face down.

� Decide who begins in each group and ask them to draw a card from the top of the pile. For example, 
sea. 

� The player on the right of the first player should ask him the question: What did you do on your holiday?

� The first player must make a grammatically correct sentence, which will include the word on the card.

� For example, I swam in the sea or I went to the sea or I didn’t go to the sea, etc. Each correct sentence 
gains the player one point. 

� The player must wait for the question to be asked. If he fails to do so he doesn’t get a point even 
though his answer may be correct. If the player on the right forgets to ask the question, he loses his 

turn.

� Each player must answer quickly. If the player takes more than 10 seconds he loses his turn.

� The game continues clockwise until all the cards have been used. The winner in each group is the 
player with the most points.

3 ‘Mr Jones’ – Past continuous vs. past simple

Preparation

� You will need a stop-watch or an alarm clock.
The whole class takes part in this activity as one group.

The activity

� Explain to the class that you are going to tell them the beginning of a story and that each player will, in 
turn, add one or two (but not more) sentences to continue the story.

� The only tenses that can be used are the past simple and the past continuous.

� Each player should respond immediately, otherwise he/she goes out of the game.

� If a player uses more than three main verbs in the same tense (past simple or past continuous) one 
after the other, he goes out of the game.

� Set a time limit. 

� The winner is the person who is speaking when the time is up.

� You may begin the story in any way you wish or use the following opening:
The alarm clock went off and Mr Jones woke up. As he was getting out of bed 

the phone rang …

4 ‘Achievements’ – Present perfect

Preparation

� Divide the class into groups of three or four.

The activity

� Tell them that they must write down sentences relating the most unusual, great or funny things that 
they or their family have ever done in their lives. You may add here that not everything need 

necessarily be true and that a certain artistic licence is given.

� Each group will present their sentences as a unit, so they are allowed to pool their knowledge as far as
vocabulary is concerned. 

� The only outside help they are allowed is the use of the irregular verbs list in their books.

� Set a time limit of 5 minutes for the task.
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� At the end of this, one representative from each group will read out their sentences. The teacher, who 
is the judge, should accept all grammatically correct sentences, no matter how improbable they may 

be. For example, ‘My aunt Sophia has swum across the Atlantic.’ etc.

� The group with the longest list of correct sentences are the winners.

5 ‘Have you ever …?’ – Present perfect simple and past simple

Preparation

� Photocopy the table below. You will need one for each player. Alternatively, ask students to copy the 
table into their notebooks.

� Divide the class into pairs.

The activity

� Ask each player to tick the six things he would like to have done from the list, without showing
his/her partner.

� Explain that the aim of the game is for each player in turn, to find out all or as many as possible of the 
things that his/her partner has ticked. To begin, Player A is allowed to ask eight questions and B should 

answer according to what he/she has ticked. 

� Give the players these examples for their dialogues:
A: Have you ever played hockey?     

B: No, I haven’t.

A: Have you ever ridden a horse?

B: Yes, I have.

A: When did you ride a horse?

B: I rode a horse when I was eight.

� For each correctly formed question Player A gets one point and for each grammatically correct reply 
Player B gets one point. If Player B is unable to give a definition of time he/she gains no points.

� In the second round, Player B asks and Player A answers.

� The winner is the player with the most points.

6 ‘Sally went to bed…’ – Past perfect vs. past simple 

Preparation

� Divide the class into three or four groups. Send one player from each group to monitor another 
group’s activities.

� Write the following on the board:
Sally went to bed.

� Ask the class what they think Sally had done before she went to bed and write one of the answers on 
the board. For example,

Sally had brushed her teeth before she went to bed.

� Then ask what they think she had done before that, and write one of the answers underneath the first 
sentence. For example,

Sally had put on her night-dress before she brushed her teeth.

walk 10 miles

travel to India

see a real tiger

fly in a hot air balloon

act in a play

catch a fish

eat in an expensive restaurant

run a Marathon 

meet somebody famous      

play hockey

ride a horse 

make a huge snowman       
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The activity

� Players must take turns to produce sentences which trace Sally’s activities back through the day, in the 
manner of the examples on the board.

� If a player gets mixed up and uses a different sentence or verb from the previous player then they go 
out of the game. If they hesitate for longer than 10 seconds then they also go out of the game. It is the

job of the player from the other group to monitor this.

� Set a time limit of between five and ten minutes.

� The aim of the game is to delay arriving at the end, which is the moment Sally woke up on the 
morning of that day. The group which is still talking when the time is up wins the game. If there is 

more than one group still talking then the group that has retained most of its players wins.

7 ‘Can you join them up?’ – Past simple, past continuous and past perfect 

Preparation

� Divide the class into groups of three.
Assign one past tense to the three players in each group i.e. past simple, past continuous or past 

perfect.

The activity

� Ask each player to write one sentence with the main verb in their assigned tense. They should do this 
without showing each other what they have written. They can write about anything or anyone they 

like.

� When they are ready, each player within each group should reveal their sentence. The aim of the game 
is for the three members of the group to work together to make a short paragraph with their 

sentences. They must use the original sentences as they are but they are allowed to use another three 

to help them make a fairly coherent paragraph.

� When they are ready, they should read out their paragraphs in class.

� The class can vote for the funniest or best-written paragraph.

8 ‘Guess who?’ – Future – will, going to, present continuous with a future meaning 

Preparation

� Divide the class into groups of five or six.
Cut up some sheets of A4 paper into strips of the same size and hand them out to the class.

The activity

� Ask the players to write down the most exciting thing they want to do when they grow up. For 
example, I’ll travel round the world. They should write in capitals using pens or pencils of the same 

colour (to minimise handwriting recognition).

� Each group collects the papers, shuffles them and puts them face down in the middle. 

� Starting from the youngest player, they draw one paper and try to guess who wrote what it says. For 
example, Stella will travel round the world. At this point, there should be no indication on the part of the 

other players of whether the guess is right or wrong.

� When everybody has made their guesses, the players say who was right or not. For example, Stella: 
Yes, I will travel round the world or No, I won’t travel round the world.

� For each correct guess the players gain one point.

� You can do two more rounds with:
weekend plans (using the present continuous)

later in the afternoon or evening plans (using the going to future)
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9 ‘Rules’ – Modals (ability, permission, request, obligation/necessity)

Preparation

� Divide the class into groups of three or four.

The activity

� Tell the players that they are inhabitants of a tiny country that has just declared its independence.
Their task is to make up a set of humorous rules for the smooth running of their country.

They must create a set of rules that will keep everybody happy. Give these examples:

Families can take long weekends whenever they want.

Students mustn’t study for more than two hours a day.

� Each group should come up with a set of 10 to 12 rules. 

� The verbs can/can’t, must/mustn’t, have to must be included.

� In the end, all groups present their set of rules to the class. 

� The class should now vote for the 10 most popular rules.

� The group who have most of their rules in the top 10 are the winners.

10 ‘What do you think?’ – Modals (possibility, logical assumption, advice)

Preparation

� Divide the class into groups of three players – A, B and C.

The activity

� Tell them that you are going to describe a situation. Give the following as an example:
There’s a beautiful Persian cat in your garden. It is wearing a collar and is very clean but very hungry.

Explain that each member of the group must say something different about the situation.

A should talk about what may/might/could be.

B should talk about what must/can’t be.

C should give advice about what should be done.

� Give these examples.
A: It might belong to a neighbour.

B: It must have a home.

C: We should give it something to eat.

� Here are some other situations: 
1 A friend has invited you to a party. When you arrive at the house there is no light at the windows 

and nobody answers the door.

2 Your school basketball team lose every single match they play. You know that they don’t have much 

time to practice. You are on the committee, discussing what is wrong.

3 You are doing an important test and your friend isn’t at school. He wasn’t looking very well 

yesterday.

4 A very expensive car is parked outside your neighbour’s house. You notice that it isn’t locked.

11 ‘The perfect host’ – Offers and suggestions

Preparation

� Divide the class into pairs.

� Photocopy the list below. You will need one for each player. Alternatively, ask students to copy it into 
their notebooks.
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The activity

� Explain that Player B is visiting player A for a week on a student exchange basis. Player B should tick 
five things in the list that they would like to do during their stay, but are too shy to tell player A. Player 

A, on the other hand is very keen for player B to have a good time, so he/she makes offers and 

suggestions from the list in an attempt to find out what his/her guest would like to do. For example,

A: How about visiting the Acropolis?

B: Great! / That’s a brilliant idea!

A: Would you like to see a film?

B: No, thank you.

� However, players are allowed to phrase their offers and suggestions in any appropriate way. Player B 
must answer according to what they have ticked on the list.

� Player A is only allowed to ask five questions. For each correct guess, player A gets one point.

� For the second round, players change roles and repeat the game.

� The winner is the player with the most correct guesses.

12 ‘Ready, steady, go!’ – Plurals

Preparation

� You will need a stop-watch or an alarm clock.

� Divide the class into four groups.

The activity

� Tell the first group that you are going to read out a list of singular nouns, preceded by a number, one 
noun at a time. The players in the group should respond immediately by giving you the number, the 

plural of the noun and finally by spelling out the plural of the noun. With uncountable nouns, they 

should give an appropriate measurement unit or the word some if there is no measurement unit and 

then spell out the uncountable word. Give the following examples:

Teacher: 2 knife

Group: Two knives. K-n-i-v-e-s

Teacher: 3 water

Group: Three glasses of water. W-a-t-e-r

� Record the time it takes each group to reach the end of their list. The winning group is the one which 
gives the largest number of correct answers in the shortest time. 

� Here are four lists for plurals. Each group is given a different list.
1 tomato, orange, ox, coffee, lorry, money, woman, box, class, knife. 

2 holiday, hair, thief, water, mouse, dress, fox, fish, photo, page.

3 clock, article, wife, child, paper, toy, potato, help, brush, foot.

4 sheep, sugar, man, rock, radio, watch, wolf, party, table, news.

see a film

go to a football game

visit the centre of the town

spend some time with (player A’s) friends

go for a swim

take (player B) to the theatre

visit the Acropolis

have dinner at a Greek restaurant

visit a museum

walk in the country

do some shopping

visit an island at the weekend
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13 ‘Nosy neighbours’ – Quantifiers

Preparation

� Photocopy the table below. You will need one for each player. Alternatively, ask students to copy it into 
their notebooks.

� Divide the class into pairs.

The activity

� Tell each player to choose three things that they do a lot or have a lot of and put three ticks next to 
them. Tell them to choose another three things which they do a little of or have a few of and put two 

ticks next to them. Finally, tell them to choose three things which they don’t do or don’t have a lot of 

and put one tick next to them. They mustn’t show their partner what they have ticked.

� Now they should fill in the column for their partner in the same way but this time trying to guess what
their partner has ticked.

� The aim of the activity is for each player to ask his/her partner questions to find out if his/her estimate
was correct. For each correct answer they gain one point.

� Give the following formulas that the players can follow:
A: How many T-shirts have you got?

B: I’ve got lots of / a lot of T-shirts. (three ticks)

I’ve got a few. (two ticks)

I haven’t got many. (one tick)

OR

A: How much cola do you drink?

B: I drink lots of / a lot of cola. (three ticks)

I drink a little cola. (two ticks)

I don’t drink much cola. (one tick)

� The winner is the player who has made the most correct guesses. 

14 ‘Myself and I’ – Reflexive pronouns

Preparation

� Photocopy the two lists below and cut them up to make two sets of playing cards. You’ll need as many 
copies as the number of groups that will be playing. Alternatively, ask students to copy the lists.

Me My partner

1 T-shirts (have)

2 friends (have)

3 cola (drink)

4 pocket money (get)

5 books (read)

6 chocolate (eat)

7 free time (have)

8 film (see)

9 CD’s (buy)
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� Divide the class into groups of five to eight students. Send one player from each group to monitor 
another group’s activities.

� Hand out one set of playing cards to each group. 

The activity

� Ask the players to put each set of words face down in the middle of the group. Each player in turn, 
(except for the monitor) draws one card from each set. 

� They have to use the verb and the pronoun they have drawn in a grammatically correct and meaningful
sentence. For example, sit / myself:

I sat by myself because I didn’t know anyone at the party.

� Each player must answer in 10 seconds, or they lose their turn and score no points. Each correct 
sentence gains one point for the group

� The monitor keeps the score and the time. When all the cards have been used, the monitor 
announces the score. The winner is the group with the highest score.

15 ‘What’s the connection?’ – Both/neither, all/none

Preparation

� Write the following words on the board.
New York / Sydney

Cheetah / lion / tiger

� Ask the class to find connections between the words, using sentences that begin with both, neither, all
and none. (Explain that if they use neither or none the sentences can be anything that the items do not 

have in common, however silly the ‘non’ connection may be.) For example,

Both of them are big cities.

Neither of them is in Europe

All of them are wild animals.  

None of them is a pet.

� Now divide the class into groups of four or five.

The activity

� Tell each group that they have to think of their own sets of words (sets of both two and three words) 
and write them on separate pieces of paper.

� When they’re ready, they should collect all the papers, shuffle them and put them face down in the 
middle of the group. 

� Each player in turn picks up the top paper. He should say two sentences, as in the example. The player 
must give an answer within 30 seconds or else he loses his turn. Each valid answer gains the player one

point.

� The winner in each group is the player with the most points.

cut

do

hurt

sit

clean

behave

carry

make

enjoy

look

watch

help

lock

go

cut

do

hurt

sit

clean

behave

carry

make

enjoy

look

watch

help

lock

go

myself

myself

yourself

yourself

himself

himself

herself

herself

ourselves

ourselves

yourselves

yourselves

themselves

themselves
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16 ‘Who’s the tallest?’ – Comparative and superlative of adjectives and adverbs 

Preparation

� Divide the class into pairs.

The activity

� Explain that each player will have three minutes to find out as many things as they can about their 
partner. Players are allowed to keep notes. The catch is that they must try to find out information to 

form comparative or superlative sentences. For example, 

James is taller than his sister.

He is the youngest in the family.

He can’t play the violin as well as his friend, Bob.

He plays basketball better than his brother.

� This model dialogue may help them:
A: Who’s the tallest person in your family?

B: My uncle, John.

A: Do you do anything better than anyone else you know?

B: Yes, I play basketball better than you do!

� When they’re ready they must read out the comparative or superlative sentences they have written to 
the rest of the class. They gain one point for each grammatically correct sentence. The winner is the 

player with the most points.

17 ‘Scrambled sentences’ – Gerund and infinitive  

Preparation

� Divide the class into two groups. Send one player from each group to monitor the other group’s 
activities.

� Write the following on the board
Ski-ing is fun.

The activity

� Tell the class that the first player in each group must produce a new, meaningful and grammatically 
correct sentence by replacing the first part of the original sentence only. Elicit an appropriate answer 

or give them the following example, Cycling is fun. 

� The second player should do the same with the new sentence, but this time he/she should replace the 
second part only. Again elicit an appropriate answer or give them the following,

Cycling is good exercise. 

� The players in each group should take it in turns to produce new sentences changing the first and the 
second part. Each correct sentence gains the group one point. The group will not gain any points if a 

player fails to change the appropriate part (if they change the first part again instead of the second), 

repeats a phrase that has already been used or does not say the new sentence within 10 seconds. 

� Give a time limit for the activity or end the game when both groups have run out of ideas.

� It is the monitor’s job to write down the sentences so that there is proof of what has already been 
said .The winner is the group that has gathered the most points.

� Here are some more sentences for further rounds:
I love dancing.

I’m too tired to go out.

I’m not old enough to drive.

I want to buy a CD.
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18 ‘Sort It Out!’ – The Passive 

Preparation

� Photocopy the list below. You’ll need as many copies as the number of groups that will be playing. 
Alternatively, ask students to copy the list.

� Divide the class into groups of three or four and give one copy of the list to each group. Each group 
will also need a separate piece of paper to write their answers on.

The activity

� Tell the players that they have to match the subject, verb and agent or definition of place in order to 
make meaningful and grammatically correct sentences in the passive voice. For example, 

French – speak – France French is spoken in France.

Meat – sell – butchers Meat is sold by butchers.

� To save time they should just write the keywords from the list. For example, Flowers – sell – florists.

� When they have finished they should hand their list with the matched words to the teacher, who will 
keep it until all groups are ready. The group which hands in the first correctly matched list is the 

winner.

� Give each group their list back and ask them to say aloud the sentences they have created. If the first 
group have made a mistake, then they lose the first place to the next group which has all the right 

answers.

19 ‘A fireman is …’ – Relative clauses  

Preparation

� Write the following on the board:
A fireman is …

Ask the class to finish the sentence using a defining relative clause. For example, 

…a person/someone who puts out fires. 

Do the same with two more examples: 

A lion is … a wild animal which lives in Africa

A racket is … something we use to play tennis.

� Divide the class into groups of four or five.

America use Charles Dickens

The telephone invent Christopher Columbus

Oliver Twist bake in Holland

Dutch design in Britain

Pounds (£) write architects

Coffee speak postmen

Letters discover in Brazil

Bread deliver bakers

Houses grow Graham Bell

Key

1 America was discovered by Christopher Columbus; 2 The telephone was invented

by Graham Bell; 3 Oliver Twist was written by Charles Dickens; 4 Dutch is spoken in

Holland; 5 Pounds (£) are used in Britain; 6 Coffee is grown in Brazil; 7 Letters are

delivered by postmen; 8 Bread is baked by bakers; 9 Houses are designed by

architects.
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The activity

� Explain to them that you are going to give them eight beginnings of sentences like the examples and
that each group must work to finish each of those sentences in as many different ways as they can 

(always using a defining relative clause). Tell them that they can write anything they like, as long as what 

they say makes sense. For example,

A lion is an animal which doesn’t make a good pet.

� Write the following on the board:
A secretary is …

A snake is …

A salesman is …

An encyclopaedia is …

A farmer is …           

An orange is …

An actor is …

A test is …

� Set a time limit of 10 minutes. Ask each group to read their sentences aloud and give them one point 
for each meaningful, grammatically correct sentence that is finished with a defining relative clause.

� Now ask the groups to create new, non-defining sentences, using the sentences they already have. For 
example, 

A fireman, who puts out fires, must be very brave.

A lion, which lives in Africa, kills other animals for food.

� Set a new time limit of 10 minutes. Give each meaningful, grammatically correct sentence that contains 
a non-defining relative clause one point.

� The winner is the group with the most points.
If you do not have much time, give fewer sentences and a shorter time limit.

20 ‘If … ‘ – Second conditional 

Preparation

� Divide the class into groups of five or six.

� Write the beginning of this conditional sentence on the board and ask them to finish it in any way they
want:

If I had more money …

Take one of the answers, for example,  

If I had more money, I’d go on holiday.

Now ask the class to take the second part of the sentence and make a new sentence in the second 

Conditional. For example, 

If I went on holiday, I’d go to a tropical island.

Illicit another example to ensure that students have understood the task. For example, 

If I went to a tropical island, I’d swim everyday.

The activity

� Now give the class a new beginning:
If I didn’t have to go to school today, …

� The first player in the group must complete the sentence using the second Conditional. The player to 
the right of the first player should use the second part of the first sentence to begin a new one, as 

in the example, and so on around the group.

� For each correct sentence, the player gains one point for his group. The winner is the group that 
collects the most points without breaking the cycle.

� You can either set a time limit or wait for the groups to run out of ideas.
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21 ’The Preposition Game’ – Prepositions

Preparation

� Divide the class into groups of four or five.

� Photocopy the two sets of words below and cut them up to make two sets of playing cards. You’ll 
need as many copies as the number of groups that will be playing. Alternatively, ask students to copy 

the lists.

Set 1:

Set 2:

The activity

� Tell the players to put the two sets of playing cards face down, in the middle of the group. Each player 
must draw one card from each set. Students must make a sentence containing the preposition and the 

word(s) on their cards. 

For example, 

at – work Mr Smith is at work now.

under – Christmas My Mum and Dad put our presents under the tree at Christmas.

� This sentence gains the student one point. If the student cannot produce a grammatically correct 
sentence he/she doesn’t gain any points. The winner is the player that has collected the most points.

� The players must produce their sentence within 15 seconds or they lose their turn.

� Here are some other word sets:

Set 3:

Set 4:

22 ‘What’s the matter?’ – Wh- questions, subject/object questions  

Preparation

� Divide the class into pairs.

36

at

on

in

over

under

in front of

opposite

between

among

in

on

at

in

at

in

jump

go

walk

fly

run

look

listen

talk

come

think

school

table

room

tree

car

tall man

me

Jane and Sue

people

the afternoon

Monday

Easter

January

school

hospital

about

from

about

to

at

across

over

into

up

down
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The activity

� Explain to the students that player A has just come back from her holiday and she looks extremely 
happy/unhappy (the player can choose one of the two). Player B, who is her best friend, wants to know 

what happened so she asks questions to find out. The problem is that A only gives a very short answer 

each time and doesn’t volunteer any information at all, so Player B has to keep asking questions all the 

time.

� Players are only allowed to ask Wh- questions. For example,
B: Where did you stay? A: At a hotel.

B: Who did you meet? A: A boy.

B: How old was he?A: Twelve.

Students can keep their grammar books open at the table with Wh- questions to help create variety 

in their questions.

� Player B must write down each piece of information they learn.

� Set a time limit of between 5 and 10 minutes.

� At the end of the time limit, player B counts all the pieces of information they have collected. Players A
and B then switch roles and repeat the activity.

� The winner is the player with the longer list.

23 ‘You can think fast, can’t you?’ – Question tags 

Preparation

� The whole class takes part together in this activity as one group.

The activity

� Tell the class that you are going to give each player one word, for example, don’t, talks, etc. The player 
has to respond immediately with a statement, followed by a tag question that will contain the given 

word unchanged. The word can go either in the main sentence or the tag question as appropriate.

� Each player must respond with a meaningful and grammatically correct tag question within five seconds 
or miss their turn.

� Go round the class, giving the following prompts, one at a time, to each player in turn. The winner is 
the last player who still remains in the game. Alternatively, you can set a time limit and all of those who

are still in the game at the end of the time limit are the winners.

� Prompts:

is, doesn’t, likes, should, they, sleep, played, haven’t, will, you, can’t, aren’t,

boys, done, going, do, weren’t, shall, eat, been, won’t, has, washed, 

was, cooking, flew, made, can, spoken, am, Peter, let’s, finish, watching, 

isn’t, wrote, don’t, listening, have, not, did, they, has, help, swims, are

� If it is a big class, or if the prompts finish but there are still players then repeat the pronouns and 
auxiliary verbs with the addition of these:

having, locked, Jenny, invited, loves, born, live, film, saw, standing

24 ‘Put it right!’ – Word order 

Preparation

� Photocopy the two lists below and cut them up to make two sets of playing cards. You’ll need as many 
copies as the number of pairs that will be playing. Alternatively, ask students to copy the lists.

� Divide the class into two groups and then pair each player with another from the opposite group.

� Give each player in the pair a different list of scrambled sentences.

37
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The activity

� Tell the class that player A must read one of the scrambled sentences to player B. Player A must then 
try to unscramble the sentence. He can ask player B to read the sentence aloud a second time. Players 

are not allowed to use a pen or paper. Player A must make sure that player B cannot see his list.

� Players A and B take it in turns to read out sentences from their lists.

� The winner is the player that has unscrambled most of the sentences.

� You can continue the game by asking each player to write their own scrambled sentences.

25 ‘Tell me a story’ – Sentence linking

Preparation

� Divide the class into two groups.

� Photocopy the list below. You will need two copies. Alternatively, ask students to copy the list.

The activity

� Tell the first player in the group to shuffle the cards and put them face down in front of him/her.

� Now write the beginning of a story on the board: ‘The day began quite well for Michael.’

� Tell the class that the first player in their group will draw one card and that he/she must continue the 
story using the linking word on it. For example, ‘but’ – ‘He had woken up very early but he didn’t feel 

sleepy’. When he/she has said his/her sentence, the first player must put the card back in its place, 

shuffle them and hand them to the second player.

� The second player does the same as the first player and then hands the cards to the third player and so
on.

� Each player gains one point for each sentence that is grammatically correct and continues the story 
logically. However, he/she must answer within 10 seconds otherwise they lose their turn.

� Set a time limit. At the end of it, the player with the most points is the winner. 

38

Player A

1 at / he / 7.30 / up / gets

2 me / she / gave / book / her

3 party / night / we / a / to / went / last

4 they / beach / go / every / to / the / summer

5 read / newspapers / I / the / always

6 hungry / are / you / often

Player B

1 jeans / wear / she / never

2 day / I / every / to / school / go

3 the / they / me / sent / to / letter

4 cook / Sundays / she / on / doesn’t

5 early / they / leave / will

6 a / they / present / her / bought

and    

but    

because     

so     

before   

after
although    
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GrammarLink 2 Quiz 1 (Unit 1)

Name ...............................................................   Date ...................................    Total     20

1 Make sentences using the present simple. 

0 I / have breakfast at 8.00 (always) .........................................................................................................................................

1 Leslie / do her homework in the

afternoon (usually) .........................................................................................................................................

2 Mr Jones / wash his car (once a week) .........................................................................................................................................

3 we / go to the park after school (sometimes) .........................................................................................................................................

4 Tom / drink coffee (never) .........................................................................................................................................

5 What time / you / get up / ? (usually) .........................................................................................................................................

6 we / not go on holiday (every year) .........................................................................................................................................

7 he / work on Saturdays / ? (always) .........................................................................................................................................

Score 7

2 Make sentences using the present continuous.

0 that boy / look at you ..................................................................................................................................

1 we / have a great time ..................................................................................................................................

2 you / not listen to me / ! ..................................................................................................................................

3 Mary / have a shower / at the moment ..................................................................................................................................

4 the boys / go to the cinema / ? ..................................................................................................................................

5 I / not talk to you ..................................................................................................................................

6 What / they do / ? ..................................................................................................................................

Score 6

3 Complete the sentences using the present simple or present continuous.

0 She ............................................................................. (stay) at a friend’s house this week.

1 Look! It .............................................................................. (snow)!

2 What .............................................................................. (you / want)?

3 Kikki .............................................................................. (have) a French lesson twice a week.

4 I’m sorry. I .............................................................................. (not understand).

5 Be quiet, please. I .............................................................................. (study).

6 He .............................................................................. (love) cartoon films.

7 Sue’s in the living room. She .............................................................................. (watch) TV.

Score 7

.is staying

I always have breakfast at 8.00.

That boy is looking at you.
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GrammarLink 1 Quiz 2 (Units 2—3)

Name ...............................................................   Date ...................................    Total     20

1 Make sentences using the past simple.

0 we / buy this car last month ..................................................................................................................

1 why / we stop / ? ..................................................................................................................

2 I / finish work at 5.30 yesterday ..................................................................................................................

3 he / not pass the test ..................................................................................................................

4 Sarah / come with you yesterday / ? ..................................................................................................................

5 I / not take your keys / ! ..................................................................................................................

6 Tim / be at the party last night / ? ..................................................................................................................

7 Steve / leave 10 minutes ago ..................................................................................................................

Score     7

2 Complete the sentences using used to.

0 We ............................................................ (play) basketball in that park when we were young.

1 ............................................................ (you / be) a good student when you were a child?

2 We ............................................................ (not live) in the country 5 years ago.

3 This building ............................................................ (be) a hotel.

4 People ............................................................ (not drive) cars 500 years ago.

5 I ............................................................ (not like) school when I was a child.

6 ............................................................ (your dad / work) here 3 years ago?

Score     6

3 Complete the sentences using the past simple or the past continuous.

0 I .................................................. (sleep) when you .................................................. (call).

1 Stanley .................................................. (write) a report when Peter .................................................. (come).

2 She .................................................. (not come) with us because she .................................................. (be) very tired.

3 We .................................................. (drive) home when our car .................................................. (break) down.

4 At 8 o’clock yesterday evening I .................................................. (watch) TV and my brother

.................................................. (read) a comic.

5 The film .................................................. (start) at 6.00 and .................................................. (finish) at 7.30.

6 She .................................................. (have) breakfast when I .................................................. (ring) the bell.

7 The children .................................................. (laugh) while the teacher .................................................. (write)

on the board.

Score     7

We bought this car last month.

used to play

was sleeping called
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GrammarLink 1 Quiz 3 (Units 4—6)

Name ...............................................................   Date ...................................    Total     20

1 Make sentences using the present perfect.

0 you / be to the USA / ? (ever) .....................................................................................................................

1 she / not come back from school (yet) .....................................................................................................................

2 I / finish my homework (just) .....................................................................................................................

3 we / see this film (already) .....................................................................................................................

4 you / work here / ? (How long) .....................................................................................................................

5 I / travel by plane (never) .....................................................................................................................

6 you / visit the Louvre museum / ? (ever) .....................................................................................................................

Score     6

2 Complete the sentences using the present perfect or the past simple.

0 Tom ................................................... (call) ten minutes ago.

1 I ................................................... (not see) John since Monday.

2 I ................................................... (not be) at home last night.

3 Grandma can’t see very well. She ................................................... (lose) her glasses.

4 The Smiths ................................................... (buy) a new house in the village.

5 We ................................................... (buy) a new house last week.

6 James is on holiday. He ................................................... (go) to Italy.

7 ................................................... (you / get up) early on Sunday?

Score     7

3 Complete the sentences using the past perfect or the past simple.

0 James ...................................................................... (already / finish) school when his brother .

.................................... (get) married.

1 I ...................................................... (already / go) to bed when they ...................................................... (come) back.

2 Kikki ...................................................... (do) her homework before she ...................................................... (call) Nicola.

3 She ...................................................... (go) to the hairdresser’s after she ...................................................... (cook) lunch.

4 By the time I ...................................................... (arrive) they ...................................................... (already / have) dinner.

5 He ...................................................... (already / leave) for work when I ...................................................... (get up).

6 ...................................................... (it / stop) raining when you ...................................................... (leave) the house?

7 I ...................................................... (not open) the door because I ...................................................... (forget) my keys.

Score     7

Have you ever been to the USA?

called

had already finished
got
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GrammarLink 2 Quiz 4 (Unit 7)

Name ...............................................................   Date ...................................    Total     20

1 Complete the sentences using the past simple or past continuous.

0 Peter ................................................. (watch) TV when Stanley ..................................... (call).

1 He ..................................... (sleep) when I ..................................... (leave) the house.

2 The children ..................................... (laugh) when the teacher ..................................... (walk) into the

classroom.

3 She ..................................... (cut) her finger while she ..................................... (cook).

4 I ..................................... (see) Tom while I ..................................... (wait) at the bus stop.

5 They ..................................... (have) dinner when I ..................................... (arrive).

6 He ..................................... (break) his leg while he ..................................... (play) football.

Score    6

2 Complete the sentences using the past simple, past continuous or
past perfect simple.

0 It ............................................................................ (still/rain) when I ...................................... (leave) the house.

1 I ...................................... (not finish) breakfast when the school bus ...................................... (come).

2 By the time I ...................................... (arrive), the party ...................................... (already / start)

3 I ...................................... (not hear) the bell because I ...................................... (sleep).

4 Peter ...................................... (still / have) breakfast when Kikki ...................................... (get) up.

5 George ...................................... (buy) the car before he ...................................... (move) to London.

6 I ...................................... (find) this box while I ...................................... (clean) the garage.

7 He ...................................... (come) while I ...................................... (have) a shower.

Score      7

3 Circle the correct answer.

0 What time ................... on Sunday?
a were you getting up b did you get up c had you got up

1 By the time I got home they ................... gone to bed.
a were already b did already c had already

2 What ................... at 8 o’clock yesterday evening?
a were you doing b had you done c did you use to do

3 Our town ................... very different 15 years ago.
a used to be b had been c was being

4 She fell asleep while she ................... TV.
a watched b had watched c was watching

5 He ................... work when I left the office.
a wasn’t finishing b hadn’t finished c didn’t use to finish

6 ................... a good time at the beach yesterday?
a Did you use to have b Had you had c Did you have

7 My mother ................... to have as many toys as me.
a didn’t use b didn’t used c did use

Score     7

was watching

was still raining left

called
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GrammarLink 2 Quiz 5 (Unit 8)

Name ...............................................................   Date ...................................    Total     20

1 Complete the sentences using will or going to.

0 Don’t worry. I.......................................... (help) you with your homework.

1 Jill .......................................... (have) a party next week. It’s her birthday.

2 ‘This box is too heavy.’ ‘I .......................................... (carry) it for you.’

3 We .......................................... (visit) aunt Jane on Saturday.

4 Ahh! I .......................................... (be) a famous singer one day.

5 I .......................................... (buy) a new computer next month. This one’s too old.

6 Look at those clouds! It .......................................... (rain).

7 Life .......................................... (be) very different in 100 years.

Score     7

2 Complete the sentences using will or the present continuous. 

0 ................................................................ (you / do) anything tomorrow morning?

1 It’s OK. You can go to bed. I .............................................. (wash) the dishes.

2 We .............................................. (go) to the theatre tonight. Would you like to come?

3 I .............................................. (be) very careful. I promise.

4 We can’t come with you tomorrow. We .............................................. (meet) Bob and Kate

at 10.30.

5 I .............................................. (fly) to London on Saturday. Here’s my ticket.

6 It’s cold in here. I .............................................. (close) the window.

Score     6

3 Circle the correct answer.

0 She’s already packed her suitcase. She will leave / is leaving tomorrow.

1 We ‘ll buy / ‘re buying a big house in Hollywood one day.

2 I will go / ‘m going to go to the rock concert next week. 

3 Oh no! We’re late. We’re missing / going to miss the bus!

4 Stanley can’t go to the park tomorrow. He will take / is taking Cosmo to the vet.

5 It’s OK mum. I ‘m answering / ‘ll answer the phone.

6 Don’t worry. I won’t forget / am not forgetting to call him.

7 We will go / are going on a picnic tomorrow morning.

Score     7

‘ll help

Are you doing
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GrammarLink 2 Quiz 6 (Units 9—10)

Name ...............................................................   Date ...................................    Total     20

1 Circle the correct answer.

0 Be quiet! You don’t have to / mustn’t talk in the library.

1 James had to / must leave early yesterday.

2 Can I / Am I able to have some water please?

3 You mustn’t / don’t have to wash the car. I’ve washed it.

4 She will be able to / can read in 2 years. She’s still too young.

5 He can’t / couldn’t drive 3 years ago.

6 We haven’t got much time. We have / must to hurry!

Score 6

2 Choose and complete.

may not     must     might     can’t (x2) shouldn’t     should     could

0 We .................................. move to France next year. We’re not sure yet.

1 You .................................. take an umbrella with you. It’s raining.

2 ‘Where’s Tim?’ ‘I don’t know. He .................................. be in the garden.’

3 He .................................. be in Japan! He was here 10 minutes ago!

4 I’ll try to finish this today, but I .................................. have enough time. I’m very busy.

5 You .................................. eat so many sweets. They’re really bad for you.

6 You didn’t have breakfast this morning. You .................................. be hungry.

7 That .................................. be your bag! It’s mine!

Score 7

3 Circle the correct answer. 

0 I’m sorry. I ........... help you with your homework. I’m busy
a could b can c can’t

1 You ........... take an aspirin if you’ve got a headache.
a should b might c mustn’t

2 We ........... hurry. We still have plenty of time.
a mustn’t b don’t have to c must

3 Take some more money with you. You ........... need it.
a may b mustn’t c can

4 He drives a different car every day! He ........... be very rich!
a can’t b can c must

5 I’m going to bed. I ........... to get up early tomorrow.
a have b must c should

6 ........... you speak French 3 years ago?
a Can b Could c Are you able to

7 You ........... be hungry! You’ve just had lunch!
a must b could c can’t Score     7

might
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GrammarLink 2 Quiz 7 (Unit 11)

Name ...............................................................   Date ...................................    Total     20

1 Choose and complete.

go     going     let’s     what     shall     will     can      you

0 What’s the matter, Nick? ............................ I help you?

1 Would ............................ like to come with us tomorrow?

2 How about ............................ to the cinema tonight?

3 Are you cold? ............................ I close the window?

4 ............................ stay a bit longer.

5 Why don’t we ............................ out tomorrow?

6 I ............................ carry these bags for you.

7 ............................ about visiting uncle Rob on Saturday?

Score 7

2 Correct the mistakes.

0 Let’s having a party! ...................................................................................................................

1 Why don’t we having something to eat? ...................................................................................................................

2 What about to watch a film? ...................................................................................................................

3 We shall go now? I’m really tired. ...................................................................................................................

4 Why don’t we to meet at 6.00? ...................................................................................................................

5 Will you like some orange juice? ...................................................................................................................

6 Let’s to go on a picnic tomorrow. ...................................................................................................................

7 How about play chess? ...................................................................................................................

Score     7

3 Complete the sentences.

0 .......................................... make a cake.

1 .......................................... you like some more tea?

2 How .......................................... going to the park after school?

3 Don’t worry. I .......................................... show you how that camera works.

4 Are you hungry? Shall .......................................... make some sandwiches?

5 .......................................... don’t we listen to some music?

6 What .......................................... playing basketball?

Score     6

Can

Let’s have a party!

Let’s
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There weren’t many people at the beach today.

GrammarLink 2 Quiz 8 (Units 12 – 13)

Name ...............................................................   Date ...................................    Total     20

1 Correct the mistakes.

0 There weren’t many persons at the beach today.
................................................................................................................................................................

1 Mr and Mrs Robinson have got three childs.
................................................................................................................................................................

2 I love partys!
................................................................................................................................................................

3 She can’t see very well without her glass.
................................................................................................................................................................

4 Those knifes are very sharp.
................................................................................................................................................................

5 Has your sister got long hairs?
................................................................................................................................................................

6 Jack always wears jean.
................................................................................................................................................................

7 I’ve got two goldfishes.
................................................................................................................................................................

Score     7

2 Complete the sentences using a, an, the or zero article (–).

0 Were you at – home at 9.30 last night?

1 Have you ever been to .............................. USA?

2 Can I have .............................. glass of water please?

3 The accident happened at 10.30 in .............................. morning.

4 China is in .............................. Asia.

5 That was .............................. excellent test. Well done!

6 Do you go to .............................. school?

Score     6

3 Circle the correct answer. 

0 There are some / any sandwiches for you in the fridge.
1 We haven’t got much / many money.
2 I still have a few / a little time. Let’s have a cup of coffee.
3 Would you like some / any tea?
4 There’s anything / nothing in this box. It’s empty.
5 How many / How much milk do we need?
6 There aren’t many / much restaurants in our town.
7 Did you go nowhere / anywhere last night?

Score     7
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GrammarLink 2 Quiz 9 (Units 14—15)

Name ...............................................................   Date ...................................    Total     20

1 Complete the sentences using a reflexive pronoun.

0 Wait. I’ll help you. You can’t carry this by ............................................ .

1 We really enjoyed ............................................ at the party last night.

2 Mike fell off his bike and hurt ............................................ .

3 I don’t need your help. I can do this by ............................................ .

4 Hey, you two! Behave ............................................! Stop fighting!

5 Peter, there’s some cola in the fridge. Go ahead, help ............................................ .

6 Kikki has locked ............................................ in the bathroom.

7 They painted their house by ............................................ .

Score     7

2 Complete the sentences using both, all, neither or none.

0 I’ve got two sisters. .................................... of them are older than me.

1 There are three letters on your desk. They’re .................................... from Julia.

2 .................................... book was interesting. They were both awful! 

3 We went to Italy and France last month. We liked .................................... countries very much.

4 There are 23 students in her class. .................................... of them passed the test. It was too 

difficult.

5 Sarah has got three brothers. They are .................................... doctors.

6 .................................... of those CDs is mine. They’re all Tina’s.

Score  6

3 Circle the correct answer.

0 We ............................................ had a great time! (both / both of)

1 ............................................ us had an umbrella, so we all got wet. (None / None of)

2 I don’t like these glasses. I like those  ............................................ . (one / ones)

3 My car’s too old. I need to buy a new  ............................................ . (one / ones)

4 Mike and Sue looked at  ............................................ and started laughing. (each other / himself)

5 Mike looked at  ............................................ in the mirror and started laughing. (each other / himself)

6 Are you going out all by ............................................? (you / yourselves)

7 So, did you go out with  ............................................? (her / herself)

Score     7

yourself

Both

both
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GrammarLink 2 Quiz 10 (Units 16 – 17)

Name ...............................................................   Date ...................................    Total     20

1 Complete the sentences using an adverb.

0 Everyone’s asleep so let’s move ............................................ (quiet).

1 Slow down! You’re driving too ............................................ (fast).

2 You must listen very ............................................ (careful).

3 They played ............................................ (bad) so they lost the game.

4 John looked at her ............................................ (angry).

5 I’m very ............................................ (good), thank you.

Score 5

2 Circle the correct answer.

0 This is ................ building in our town.
a the older b older than c the oldest

1 This book is ................ than that one.
a the best b better c well

2 I promise I’ll work ................ .
a harder b hardlier c more hardly

3 Can you speak ................ please?
a slower b slowlier c more slowly

4 Chinese is ................ English.
a more difficult b most difficult c more difficult than

5 History isn’t ................ Art.
a as interesting b so interesting as c so interesting

6 Mike is ................ his brother.
a taller as b tall as c as tall as

7 This is the ................ film I’ve ever seen.
a bad b worse c worst

8 You look very ................ today.
a happy b happily c happier

Score     8

3 Circle the correct answer.

0 I’m sorry. I’m too tired ......................................... with you. (to come / coming)
1 They went to the park ......................................... some fresh air. (to get / getting)
2 We went ......................................... on Sunday. I had a great time! (to fish / fishing)
3 I can’t stand ......................................... to rock music. (to listen / listening)
4 I had a terrible headache, so I decided ......................................... at home. (to stay / staying)
5 Kikki is very good at ......................................... . (to paint / painting)
6 I didn’t have enough money ......................................... the CD. (to buy / buying)
7 ......................................... is a good way to keep fit. (To swim / Swimming)

Score     7

quietly
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GrammarLink 2 Quiz 11 (Units 18 – 19)

Name ...............................................................   Date ...................................    Total     20

1 Rewrite these sentences using the passive voice. Use by where necessary.

0 Thousands of tourists visit the Eiffel .......................................................................................................................................

Tower each year. .......................................................................................................................................

1 The police arrested the bank robbers .......................................................................................................................................

this morning. .......................................................................................................................................

2 They took him to hospital last night. .......................................................................................................................................

3 Someone stole my bag yesterday. .......................................................................................................................................

4 They will deliver my new desk on Friday. .......................................................................................................................................

5 Agatha Christie wrote ‘The Mousetrap’. .......................................................................................................................................

6 ‘K&T Company’ will decorate the office. .......................................................................................................................................

7 Stanley Davis edits our school magazine. .......................................................................................................................................

8 Millions of people use the Internet. .......................................................................................................................................

Score     8

2 Complete the sentences using who, which or whose.

0 The keys ................................. Jim found in his garden are mine.

1 John, ................................. car was stolen on Tuesday, was in a very bad mood.

2 Tina, ................................. is the best student in our class, didn’t pass the test.

3 Is that the lady ................................. house was robbed last night?

4 The film ................................. we saw last night was awful.

5 Tim, ................................. won the lottery last week, has bought a house in Liverpool.

6 Chris, ................................. father is a famous director, used to live next door.

7 The train ................................. goes to London leaves at 11.15.

Score    7

3 Put commas where necessary. 

0 Her brother, who wants to be an actor, has moved to Hollywood.

1 The painting that’s hanging on that wall was painted by Picasso.

2 London which is the capital of the United Kingdom is one of the six

largest cities in the world.

3 Charlotte Bronte who died in 1855 wrote ‘Jane Eyre’.

4 That’s the man who took my purse!

5 Brian who is my best friend forgot my birthday.

Score  5

The Eiffel Tower is visited by thousands
of tourists each year.

which
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GrammarLink 2 Quiz 12 (Unit 20)

Name ...............................................................   Date ...................................    Total     20

1 Complete the sentences using the first conditional.

0 If I .......................... (see) John, I.......................... (tell) him you called.

1 If it .......................... (stop) raining, we .......................... (go) shopping.

2 I .......................... (wash) the car if I .......................... (not be) too tired after work.

3 If I .......................... (find) your keys, I .......................... (let) you know.

4 Mum .......................... (not let) him watch TV if he .......................... (not finish) his homework.

5 If you .......................... (not leave) me alone, I .......................... (call) the police! 

6 We .......................... (come) with you if we .......................... (have) enough time. 

7 You .......................... (hurt) yourself if you .......................... (not be) careful.

Score     7

2 Complete the sentences using the second conditional.

0 If I .......................... (go) to Egypt, I ....................................... (visit) the Pyramids.

1 If I .......................... (be) you, I .......................... (stay) in bed.

2 What .......................... (you do) if you .......................... (win) £5000?

3 She .......................... (be) a better student if she .......................... (study) harder.

4 If I .......................... (can), I .......................... (lend) you the money for that dress.

5 Dad .......................... (be) very angry if he .......................... (hear) that.

6 I .......................... (not drive) so fast if I .......................... (be) you.

7 If he .......................... (not eat) so much, he .......................... (lose) weight.

Score    7

3 Circle the correct answer. 

0 If you .......................... to bed early, you’ll feel fine in the morning.

a go b will go c would go

1 We .......................... a bigger house if we had the money.

a buy b will buy c would buy 

2 I wish I .......................... help you.

a can b could c would

3 If I .......................... you, I’d call a doctor.

a was b were c would be

4 .......................... you wait for me if I’m late?

a Would b Do c Will

5 If I .......................... the time, I’d help you.

a had b have c would have

6 I wish I .......................... to stay at home.

a hadn’t b didn’t have c wouldn’t have

Score     6

see

went would visit

’ll tell
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GrammarLink 2 Quiz 13 (Unit 21)

Name ...............................................................   Date ...................................    Total     20

1 Circle the correct answer.

0 I was born in / on 1992.

1 There’s a very good restaurant next / near the cinema.

2 Where were you at 9 o’clock on / in Tuesday morning?

3 Mr Allan’s office is on / in the left.

4 The girl sitting among / between Mary and Tina is my sister.

5 We usually go fishing at / in the weekend.

6 David is at / in school.

7 I’ll stay on / in bed today. I have a stomachache.

8 There’s a man on / at the door. He wants to see you.

Score     8

2 Choose and complete.

into     out of    to     from     down     round    across

0 Do you usually walk ........................ school?

1 He fell ........................ the stairs and broke his arm.

2 What time did you come back ........................ work on Monday?

3 The post office isn’t far from here. It’s ........................ that corner.

4 She took her keys ........................ her bag and opened the door.

5 A car hit the dog as it was running ........................ the street.

6 How did you get ........................ the house? You had forgotten your keys.

Score    6

3 Complete the sentences.

0 Does this car belong ........................... you, sir?

1 You can’t do this by yourself. Why don’t you ask Bob ........................... some help?

2 I wrote ........................... Andrew a month ago but he hasn’t written back yet.

3 I really don’t want to talk ........................... this right now.

4 They’ve gone ........................... Spain. They’ll be back in a week.

5 Thank you ........................... all your help.

6 I can’t answer now. I have to think ........................... it.

Score     6

to

to
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GrammarLink 2 Quiz 14 (Units 22 – 23)

Name ...............................................................   Date ...................................    Total     20

1 Make questions.

0 Who ............................................................................................? I saw Alice.

1 What ..........................................................................................? I bought a new watch.

2 Who ............................................................................................? Harry invited her.

3 What ..........................................................................................? I’m looking at that painting.

4 When ........................................................................................? She left 10 minutes ago.

5 Who ...........................................................................................? Chris called Mary.

6 Where .....................................................................................? They’ve gone to the cinema.

7 How ............................................................................................? We visit them once a week.

8 Who ...........................................................................................? No one saw me

Score     8

2 Complete the sentences using a question tag.

0 You can’t speak French, ............................................?
1 He hasn’t called yet, .......................................................?
2 I’m too thin, ................................................................................?
3 There isn’t any cake for me, ..............................?
4 You will come with us, ...............................................?
5 Let’s dance, ..................................................................................?
6 That’s John’s house, .........................................................?
7 She looked beautiful, .....................................................?

Score    7

3 Answer using so or neither.

0 I hate science fiction films ............................................

1 I didn’t like the film. ............................................

2 I’ve never been to Europe. ............................................

3 I could read when I was five. ............................................

4 I won’t go to that concert. ............................................

5 I’m very interested in music. ............................................

Score     5

can you

So do I .

did you see
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GrammarLink 2 Quiz 15 (Units 24 – 25)

Name ...............................................................   Date ...................................    Total     20

1 Make sentences.

0 to / I / school / didn’t / yesterday / go ........................................................................................................................................

1 coffee / she / some / me / offered ........................................................................................................................................

2 I / at / get up / usually / 8.00 ........................................................................................................................................

3 goes / the dentist / she / to / twice a year ........................................................................................................................................

4 never / for / he / work / is / late ........................................................................................................................................

5 went / bed / last night / to / late / we ........................................................................................................................................

6 go out / often / don’t / very / they ........................................................................................................................................

7 a / Bill / I / letter / wrote / to ........................................................................................................................................

Score     7

2 Circle the correct answer.

0 I wanted to buy that T-shirt ........................... it was too expensive. (so / but)

1 I’d be glad to help you ............................ I can’t. (and / but)

2 ............................ he wasn’t feeling well, he didn’t call the doctor. (Although / Because)

3 He got up, had breakfast ............................ left for school. (and / but)

4 He came back ............................ I had gone to bed. (before / after)

5 I was tired, ............................ I went straight to bed. (so / but)

6 She had finished work ............................ she went out. (before / after)

7 I’m angry ............................ you lied to me! (although / because)

Score    7

3 Join these sentences using the words given.

0 I wanted to call him. I couldn’t remember his phone number (but)

.................................................................................................................................................................................................................................

1 It was raining. They went to the beach. (although)

.................................................................................................................................................................................................................................

2 She had a headache. She took an aspirin. (so)

.................................................................................................................................................................................................................................

3 I left the theatre. I didn’t like the play. (because)

.................................................................................................................................................................................................................................

4 I know the answer. I can’t remember it. (but)

.................................................................................................................................................................................................................................

5 She’s a very good student. She didn’t pass the exam. (although)

.................................................................................................................................................................................................................................

6 I got up late. I was late for school. (so)

.................................................................................................................................................................................................................................

Score     6

but

I didn’t go to school yesterday.

I wanted to call him but I couldn’t remember his phone number.
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Quiz 1

1 

1 Leslie usually does her 

homework in the afternoon.

2 Mr Jones washes his car once a

week.

3 We sometimes go to the park 

after school.

4 Tom never drinks coffee.

5 What time do you usually get 

up?

6 We don’t go on holiday every 

year.

7 Does he always work on 

Saturdays?

2

1 We are having a great time.

2 You are not listening to me!

3 Mary is having a shower at the 

moment.

4 Are the boys going to the 

cinema?

5 I am not talking to you.

6 What are they doing?

3

1 is snowing  2 do you want?

3 has  4 don’t understand  5 am

studying  6 loves  7 is watching

Quiz 2

1

1 Why didn’t we stop?

2 I finished work at 5:30 

yesterday.

3 He didn’t pass the test.

4 Did Sarah come with you 

yesterday?

5 I didn’t take your keys!

6 Was Tim at the party last 

night?

7 Steve left 10 minutes ago.

2

1 Did you use to be  2 didn’t use

to live  3 used to be  4 didn’t use

to drive  5 didn’t use to like

6 Did your dad use to work

3

1 was writing, came  2 didn’t

come, was  3 were driving, broke

4 was watching, was reading

5 started, finished  6 was having,

rang  7 were laughing, was writing

Quiz 3

1

1 She hasn’t come back from 

school yet.

2 I have just finished my 

homework.

3 We have seen this film already.

4 How long have you worked 

here?

5 I have never travelled by plane.

6 Have you ever visited the 

Louvre museum?

2

1 haven’t seen  2 wasn’t  3 has

lost  4 have bought  5 bought

6 has gone  7 Did you get up

3

1 had already gone, came  2 had

done, called  3 went, had cooked

4 arrived, had already had  5 had

already left, got up  6 Had it

stopped, left  7 didn’t open, had

forgotten

Quiz 4

1

1 was sleeping, left  2 were

laughing, walked  3 cut, was

cooking  4 saw, was waiting

5 were having, arrived  6 broke,

was playing

2

1 hadn’t finished, came  2 arrived,

had already started  3 didn’t hear,

was sleeping  4 was still having,

got up  5 had bought, moved

6 found, was cleaning  7 came,

was having

1 c  2 a  3 a  4 c  5 b  6 c  7 a

Quiz 5

1

1 is going to have  2 ‘ll carry

3 are going to visit  4 ‘ll be

5 am going to buy  6 is going to

rain  7 will be

2

1 ‘ll wash  2 are going  3 ‘ll be

4 are meeting  5 am flying  6 ‘ll

close

3

1 ‘ll buy  2 ‘m going to go

3 going to miss  4 is taking

5 ‘ll answer  6 won’t forget

7 are going

Quiz 6

1

1 had to  2 Can  3 don’t have to

4 will be able to  5 couldn’t

6 have

2

1 should  2 could  3 can’t  4 may

not  5 shouldn’t  6 must  7 can’t 

3

1 a  2 b  3 a  4 c  5 a  6 b  7 c

Quiz 7

1

1 you  2 going  3 Shall  4 Let’s

5 go  6 will  7 What

2

1 Why don’t we have something 

to eat?

2 What about watching a film?

3 Shall we go now? I’m really 

tired.

4 Why don’t we meet at 6.00?

5 Would you like some orange 

juice?

6 Let’s go on a picnic tomorrow.

7 How about playing chess?

Key to quizzes
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3

1 Would  2 about  3 will  4 I

5 Why  6 about

Quiz 8

1

1 Mr and Mrs Robinson have got

three children.

2 I love parties!

3 She can’t see very well without

her glasses.

4 Those knives are very sharp.

5 Has your sister got long hair?

6 Jack always wears jeans.

7 I’ve got two goldfish.

2

1 the  2 a  3 the  4 –  5 an  6 –

3

1 much  2 a little  3 some

4 nothing  5 How much  6 many

7 anywhere

Quiz 9

1

1 ourselves  2 himself  3 myself

4 yourselves  5 yourself  6 herself

7 themselves

2

1 all  2 Neither  3 both  4 None

5 all  6 None

3

1 None of  2 ones  3 one  4 each

other  5 himself  6 yourselves

7 her

Quiz 10

1

1 fast  2 carefully  3 badly

4 angrily  5 well

2

1 b  2 a  3 c  4 c  5 b  6 c  7 c

8 a

3

1 to get  2 fishing  3 listening

4 to stay  5 painting  6 to buy

7 Swimming

Quiz 11

1

1 The bank robbers were 

arrested this morning.

2 He was taken to hospital last 

night.

3 My bag was stolen yesterday.

4 My new desk will be delivered 

on Friday.

5 ‘The Mousetrap’ was written 

by Agatha Christie.

6 The office will be decorated by

‘K&T Company’.

7 Our school magazine is edited 

by Stanley Davis.

8 The Internet is used by 

millions of people.

2

1 whose  2 who  3 whose

4 which  5 who  6 whose

7 which

3

1 The painting that’s hanging on 

the wall was painted by 

Picasso.

2 London, which is the capital of 

the United Kingdom, is one of 

the six largest cities in the 

world.

3 Charlotte Bronte, who died in 

1855, wrote ‘Jane Eyre’.

4 That’s the man who took my 

purse!

5 Brian, who is my best friend, 

forgot my birthday.

Quiz 12

1

1 stops, will go  2 will wash, am

not  3 find, will let  4 won’t let,

doesn’t finish  5 don’t leave, will

call  6 will come, have  7 will

hurt, are not 

2

1 were, would stay  2 would you

do, won  3 would be, studied

4 could, would lend  5 would be,

heard  6 wouldn’t drive, were

7 didn’t eat, would lose

3

1 c  2 b  3 b  4 c  5 a  6 b

Quiz 13

1

1 near  2 on  3 on  4 between

5 at  6 at  7 in  8 at

2

1 down  2 from  3 round

4 out of  5 across  6 into

3

1 for  2 to  3 about  4 to  5 for

6 about

Quiz 14

1

1 did you buy?  2 invited her?

3 are you looking at?  4 did she

leave?  5 called Mary?  6 have

they gone?  7 often do you visit

them?  8 saw you?

2

1 has he  2 aren’t I  3 is there

4 won’t you  5 shall we  6 isn’t it

7 didn’t she
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1 Neither did I.  2 Neither have I. 3 So could I.

4 Neither will I.  5 So am I.

Quiz 15

1

1 She offered me some coffee.

2 I usually get up at 8:00.

3 She goes to the dentist twice a year.

4 He is never late for work.

5 We went to bed late last night.

6 They don’t go out very often.

7 I wrote a letter to Bill.

2

1 but  2 Although  3 and  4 after  5 so  6 before

7 because 

3

1 Although it was raining they went to the beach.

2 She had a headache so she took an aspirin.

3 I left the theatre because I didn’t like the play.

4 I know the answer but I can’t remember it.

5 Although she’s a very good student, she didn’t 

pass the exam.

6 I got up late so I was late for school.

56
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